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Abstract
In my thesis, I discuss the religious aspect of Thomas More's Utopia and examine
the impact of his religious attitudes on his book. First, I focus on the religiousness of
the author, both in his life and in his work. To complete the picture, I also discuss his
humanistic reputation. Then I describe Utopia as a whole to evaluate in proportion
the role religion has in the book. To compare the importance of religion, I describe
other books with a similar topic-other early "utopias", with a special focus on our
topic. Finally, I analyze individual aspects of the society of Utopia to see how More's
faith shaped the ideal society. The main aspects I explore are the structure of the
society, the values of the citizens and the religious system of Utopia.

Ve své rigorozní práci se zabývám náboženským aspektem Utopie Thomase Mora a
zkoumám vliv jeho náboženských postojů na toto dílo. Nejprve se zaměřuji na víru
autora, jak se projevuje v jeho životě i díle. Pro úplnost obrazu se také zabývám jeho
reputací humanisty. Po té hovořím o Utopii jako celku, aby bylo možné zhodnotit, v
jaké míře hraje náboženství roli v této knize.

Pro porovnání uvádím další knihy

podobného druhu-rané utopie se speciálním zřetelem k našemu tématu.

Nakonec

analyzuji jednotlivě hlavní aspekty utopijské společnosti, aby bylo možno zhodnotit
vliv Morová náboženského přesvědčení na utvoření ideální společnosti. Mezi hlavní
zkoumané aspekty patří struktura společnosti, hodnoty občanů této společnosti a
náboženský systém této společnosti.
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Introduction
"..Thomas More is undergoing a second martyrdom at the hands of modern
biographers.." This sentence from John Freeman's essay best covers the whole
variety of efforts to give a true interpretation of More's most famous work Utopia.
When I was a child, I knew there was a counsellor More who was beheaded
although he did not deserve it. Therefore my attitute towards him was positive. Later
the matter became more complicated and my notion of Thomas More got split into
two

incompatibe pictures. First,

at school, I learnt about inevitable progress in

history aiming toward a happy society of communism. Thomas More was one of its
early prophets, although only an „Utopist" one-still very imperfect but at least he
spotted the right track. Second, after some years I found there was a saint named Sir
Thomas More, and my first explanation for all the puzzle was that perhaps there were
two people with the same name. However, all this had to match one personality. I
could have had even more contradictory pictures of him if I had known the modern
attempts for interpreting him: More blamed for discrepancy between his life and
work; his Utopia viewed as a prediction of modern political tyrannies.

The

interpretations of Thomas More, then, range from a martyr and a saint to a social
reformer for whom religion only served as a tool to help humanity to interpretations
which completely suppress any mention of the role of religion in his life. In the
political and social dimension he is even viewed as a hypocrite writing a revolutionary
vision and, by serving his Sovereign devotedly at the same time, betraying his own
dream.
Nor can the authors agree about his style. His literary quality is either highly
praised for its innovative approach or, on the contrary, for its traditional humanistic
quality. On the other hand, his book Utopia has even been condemned as work of
poor quality.
If so many opinions appear about writer and the work itself, even more variety
must be expected about interpretations of the intention behind More's writing of
Utopia. Is Utopia just a game of a humanist, bored in his temporary loneliness, or a
work that is supposed to save the world as soon as someone recognizes and practices
the vision contained in it? To what extend is it a result of his heavily ironical style and
what is meant seriously? Can it be used and viewed and understood differently from
the writer's own intention? Did he even know how prophetic he was?
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There are so many question that we feel the need to find at least a small
contribution to the truth among all those contradictory views. In our country, More is
not very well known. If someone does have an idea about him, then, unfortunately,
out of all the suggested possible views, he is most often associated with marxism,
which used him as a forerunner to the ideas of Marx or Engels. Although we will take
into account all the interpretations, we will focus a bit more on this latter
understanding because it is the most frequent misinterpretation of More in our area.
To reach a truer and more balanced picture of the author and the book we will look
into the neglected and suppressed aspect of Utopia—religion —and the measure in
which it shaped the vision of Utopia.
In our work, we wish to prove that More's religiosity had an impact on Utopia,
that his life and work show integrity. We wish to show that on the one hand, religion
plays a vital role in his life. It is not something marginal or customary or even simply
practiced to comply with the times. On the other hand, Utopia is a vision fully rooted
in the life of its author and historical circumstance of the time. We wish to interpret
More's life faithfully and find the place Utopia has in it. We wish to analyze the
formation of Utopia under the influence of the personality of its writer.
To achieve our aim, we will first look into More's life and work. In these leadin chapters we will provide a faithful balanced picture that will present a basis for
further inferences and support for the more specific chapters concentrated on the
individual aspects of the book. In the chapter about his life, we are going to cover all
important events and periods. We will see if there are any turning points or if it is
one consistent flow without any major stages. We will pay a special attention to the
circumstances of the period when Utopia was written.
In the chapter about his work, our aim will be to present his complete literary
production, divide it into the topics, watch their development if there is any, see if
there is any interconnection of the topics and his life situation, and find the place
Utopia has among his production.
The whole chapter will be devoted to the presentation of Utopia in general. We
will study its organisation, examine characteristics of the parts of it, meet variety of
forms and genre. We wish to show that the book is more than just a description of a
non-existent island,We will present the contents of it in proportion, without the usual
emphasis on Part II that can give a very misleading impression. Such awareness of
the proportions of topics mentioned in the book can help to read the whole book in
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balance and understand better the author's intention and preferences. We will
evaluate the various approaches the author takes towards the points he expresses.
We will find that one point can be offered with irony, with the aim to provoke, and
another can be mentioned with such eagerness that the author's emotions or
viewpoint seem quite apparent. Also, we will trace the influence of his education,
experience and values on the choice of the points he covers and omits in his work. We
will look for signals in the text about the attitude of the author himself towards his
own work that might perhaps suggest what attitude he wished his readers would take.
When we have this background prepared and the store of proportionate
information at hand, we can begin to focus on our narrower field of interest, Utopia
as a vision and the influence of religion and role of it in its forming.
First, we will have a look at similar books dealing with the same topic.
Although More has the merit of being the one who created the genre known as
„Utopian," he has many followers with whom he is frequently compared. Our main
interest will be to see if the religious aspect in other Utopias is also developed and, if
so, to what extend, in what sense, with what attitude of the writer. We want to find
out if More is somehow unique in developing the religious aspect of his vision or if it
is usual and a sort of standard for other writers to touch the point in their visions.
Then, before analysing the book itself we will prove that More was indeed a
humanist, which is not generally doubted, and mainly show what that means and
brings to his life. Then we will have the right to call Utopia a humanistic vision rooted
in its historical period.
A bit more difficult task will be to prove the other part of our hypothesis - that
Thomas More was a genuine believer, a religious man. We will try to show his deep
personal involvement and evaluate it in the context of the historical period to either
prove or refute the assumption about his customary, traditional attitude to his faith in
comparison with his contemporaries. Only if we prove his remarkable religiousness,
can we expect it might have some impact on Utopia.
After we proved all this, we can begin to analyze the impact of his religiosity on
Utopian religion and formation of the society and its roots in M o r e ' s Christian belief.
We will also analyze values of the Utopians and the influence of More's own values
on their formation.
In the chapter analyzing Utopian religion, we will see if the role of religion is
important in the society, if Christianity is the source of inspiration for More, if the
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concept of ideal religion is influenced by Christianity or if he rather offers an
alternative which is somewhat critical of Christianity. Then we will analyze some of
the most striking points of his treatment of religion and see if there is a tension
between religious attitudes of his own life and the features he describes in his vision.
The chapter about society will be mainly focused on description of its
mechanisms from the perspective of religion. We will trace whether there is some
impact of More's religious views on the external shape of the society of the island and
see if his religious values are somehow embodied in the life of the society. We will
also study the role of society and its importance, especially in connection with the
alleged dominance of the society over the individual. We will analyse whether religion
has only a secondary importance as a tool serving the society or whether it is viewed
as important priority in itself.
The last chapter deals with the values of the citizens and possible connection of
these values with Christian values of Thomas More. The values of people reflect their
priorities. What are the priorities of the islanders? Are there any values that strictly
contradict Christianity; if so, why?
To sum up, we wish to offer a faithful interpretation of Utopia with a special
regard to its religious dimension based on a balanced and proportionate evaluation of
the facts. This interpretation will be rooted in the historical context and supported by
unbiased textual analysis so that we do not multiply More's suffering in the hands of
his biographers but rather contribute to a bit
remarkable personality and his famous vision.
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more truthful picture of this

Chapter i

Life of Sir Thomas More
Thomas More is well known as Lord Chancellor of King Henry VIII. We will
see, however, that this important role in his life took a surprisingly small proportion
in comparison with his other activities. To understand his personality well, we will
have to look at the other roles and tasks he undertook in his life and which formed
him and, after all, provided the background for writing his famous Utopia.
There are several important features that are present throughout his whole life
and provide the key to understanding all concrete decisions and steps he took.
Especially in his case, it is important to be aware of these, as he had a reputation
among his contemporaries for his outstanding integrity and consistency, and
therefore his attitudes are also faithfully reflected in his work. Understanding his
personality helps us then to understand his books.
The first feature permanently present in Thomas More is his religiosity. We will
devote a whole chapter to this attribute because it affects the rest of his life.
Therefore, it is essential to understand the role religion played in More's life. For our
purpose now in this brief biography it will be enough to say that in his serious effort
for a true Christian spiritual life he had to face key issues of spiritual life that remain
as up-to-date for today's Christians as they were for More and generations before
him. Among these key issues were: his great awareness of primary importance of the
salvation of one's soul; his duty and desire to love God, to repent and do penance for
his sins; and the need to serve his family and all of society from the perspective of
God's command of love.

More was a man of conscience; he was aware of his

responsibilities and in all his life there is the omnipresent feature of careful decisionmaking based on long previous search and meditation. 1
It is in this light that we must understand his typical and, in their measure,
outstanding personal features: his deep care of his family that he himself considered
to be more important than his career, his affection for its members, his sweet fatherly
love, his care for the ongoing education of his children and wife and above all for
their good Christian formation. 2
The next remarkable trait of Thomas More was his devotion to public service
and his duties. Also in this field he demonstrated remarkable efforts to perform his
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duties well. First of all, when he chose the career of a lawyer, he decided to acquire
the best possible education not only on the field of law but also in related areas. He
felt the need to reflect on various models of organising society, administering justice,
facing tyrannies, and getting over difficult periods of historical development. This is
why he studied Plato, St.Augustine, English history, European history. He was
persuaded he had to do his best because if he neglected his studies he could fail in
his career and do harm to people and justice. Although it would not be willingly, it
would be his fault and responsibility. His work for peace and justice in society were
his basic motives in accepting offices and eventually lead him into king's service.«
After this necessary preliminary summary of his priorities,

let us see the

particulars of his life.
Thomas More was born on the 7th November 1477 or 1478 in the City of London
as a son of John More , a successful lawyer.s His father not only provided a good
personal example for young Thomas himself but also made a lot of important
connections. Therefore at the age of 12 Thomas was able to become a page at the
palace of Cardinal Morton, then the Lord Chancellor of England. It was a very
stimulating environment for young Thomas; he greatly admired personal qualities of
Cardinal Morton. His admiration even became immortal in his Utopia where in Part
I some crucial dialogues take place at his court and the cardinal himself takes part in
them as a wise and intelligent man. 6 But young Thomas also attracted attention to
himself and was described as a boy of wit and towardness. His unusual verbal and
intellectual

powers were first shown in

improvisational acting in theatre

performances and then later in his own poetry. Cardinal Morton even predicted that
he would become "a marvellous man".? More also acquired good education. When
he was seven, his father enrolled him in London's finest school, Saint Anthony's on
Threadneedle Street. Here he received his first systematic training in Latin. Shortly
after the two year period at Cardinal Morton's, he studied at Oxford. Here he was
greatly influenced by John Colet, later his spiritual director, and began to love the
church fathers. He also gained a good knowledge of teaching of St.Thomas Aquinas, 8
whose

logical, consistent thinking and sharp intellect appealed to those same

characteristics in More. In later years, More praised his father for having a very
prudent attitude towards him. First , his father kept him short of money; second,
before graduating there his father decided to have him under control in London and
Thomas continued his studies at New Inn in London, a renowned preparatory school
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for lawyers. This was also the time of his first love, a strong emotional experience
which Thomas himself describes as "Your beauty took me captive". His down-toearth father , however, prevented this relationship and even More himself considered
that a prudent decision.9 At the age of twenty-two he became associated with the
leading humanists of his time. He also met his life-long friend, Erasmus of
Rotterdam. By this time he could already be considered a friend or

good

acquaintance of future King Henry VIII, if we consider that he could dare to take
Erasmus to visit Henry without previous announcing their visit. Henry was nine at
that time and More brought him some piece of writing as a gift. 10
Between the years 1501 and 1504 he had to make a crucial decision. Was he to
become a priest or get married and be a layman? We know his desire for sanctity and
at that time most of the examples of spiritual life were priests or people with vows of
chastity—friars

or nuns. There were few examples of a lay saint, a married man

leading a family life. More spent these years living in a Charter house participating in
the life of the monks. He received the best possible spiritual formation. He formed
his habit of prayer, practices of penance and above all discovered the power of grace
and the attitude he needed to be able to receive grace, an attitude he would later
emphasise in each of his spiritual handbooks. For him, grace is a gift of God to those
who are humble enough to admit their own deficiency, who are aware of their
weakness, and who do not overestimate themselves. Grace gives people the power to
trust God, who fills us where we admit emptiness. It was this trust that gave More the
power to sustain his final struggle. 11
With this recognition of his own weakness came his famous light-heartedness
and freedom.

In addition to

these important lessons learned during his early

twenties More also came to a decision to get married. According to his custom, first
reflected on it, even wrote a poem on the topic , formed his high opinion on his wife
as his life companion ( an attitude unique at that time) and then went and chose Jane
Colt. He and Jane had four children, the eldest being Margaret, his especially beloved
daughter.
In this new situation, his famous effort also began of educating his wife and the
whole household, with the emphasis on religious education as a priority but also
studying liberal arts, music and history. We have reports from Erasmus that many
people saw no sense in this highly unusual activity. It was something strange to insist
on the ongoing education of one's wife and even Erasmus, himself a renowned
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humanist, expressed some doubts. The one who opposed it most, however, was his
wife herself. She was not accustomed to the effort of regular studying, which, if taken
seriously, is rightly considered a means of asceticism equal to fasting or favourite
whipping, favoured at that time. She refused to take up regular studying and instead
preferred idle chat. More had to decide how to deal with the situation. The usual
approach towards a stubborn wife was to beat her, which was also what her own
father suggested. More, however, having his high notion of a wife as a life companion,
tried another way and asked his father-in-law to rebuke his daughter. Her father tried
and with success. Afterwards, the marriage could be considered a happy one;
unfortunately it ended five years later when Jane died. 12
If his choice of his first wife was remarkable—we have a report from Will Roper,
his son-in-law, that he married Jane despite the fact that he loved her younger sister
more, simply because he did not want to skip and therefore put the elder one to
shamed -his entering the second wedlock was perhaps even more surprising. Within
a month of the death of his Jane he married again, this time, at the age of thirty two.
He married Lady Alice, a woman of forty who was a widow of a London mercer. This
timing was highly unusual and even More, at that time a renowned scholar, lawyer
and a fervent Christian, needed a special dispensation to be able to remarry so soon.
There were many disputes about why he was in such a hurry. The most probable one
seems to be the fact that he simply needed a wife to lead his household and take care
of his four children. Some authors also speculate about his burning sexual desires.
We think the truth is somewhere in the middle. Yes, if More decided to leave the life
of celibacy, it was probably above all because he did not feel the vocation and only
secondly did not want to fail in his promise of celibacy. If he thought God wished him
to become a priest he would do i t - we can be sure of that because he had expressed
clearly in his writing that to refuse God's vocation is a great sin.1« The same thing
seems to be true with his second marriage. If the sexual desire was his priority, he
could have chosen differently and with his high reputation any girl from a merchant
or even a noble family would have felt honoured with his proposal. He, however,
chose a wife from whom he might expect rather experience and responsibility— even
with some touches of dominance that he had to deal with and again , his sense of
humour was the best tool. We have some reports that indeed their sexual life was not
very satisfying. Last but not least, we must not forget More's devotion to asceticism,
where the primary aim is to get one's bodily desires under control. He did not refuse
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sexual life, he considered it to be a very important element of married life, but to
consider his sexual desire as his primary motivation seems out of question. In his
second marriage, he continued his educational efforts and even devised a curriculum
for his children and their teacher.
At the same time he reached some important achievements in his public
service. More was elected into the House of Commons in 1509 where his most famous
effort was aimed at attaining the freedom of speech for the members of the
Parliament. He was aware how worried the Members of the Parliaments were to
speak frankly against the king's matters in the House of Commons, fearing his anger.
1510 he became Under-Sheriff of London. Besides his own successful practice, he also
taught law at renowned London schools like Lincoln's Inn. Several times he acted as
an ambassador, the most important occasion being his stay in Antwerp in 1515 where
his Utopia was written. In 1521 he was even knighted—he became Sir Thomas More.
When we consider all these achievements, we understand that also the most
prestigious post—the royal service—would not be closed for More. We know from
Utopia that he even considered that in his mind but expressed scepticism about the
value of it if the

sovereigns were so deaf to all good and prudent advice. He

disapproved of King Henry's pride and his passion for war. Henry was constantly
involved in conflicts with France. Only after this obstacle was removed, was More
able to enter royal service. After the successful peace conference at Cambrai, which
More himself considered his life success, he accepted the office of Lord Chancellor of
England. His "son Roper" gives us a moving description of the size of his sacrifice in
accepting that position and also the ingratitude which ensued?.^
The new problem that emerged was the crucial one. Although King Henry long
opposed and even himself wrote a book against Luther's teaching and deserved the
title "Defender of the Faith" from the pope, his position began to alter as he realised
how strongly

accepting protestantism would enable his royal power to grow. His

chief advocate for this course of action was his mistress Anne Boleyn, who supplied
him with literature encouraging this inclination. She had a good reason for it, since
her aim was to become his lawful wife. The problem was that he had been already
married and therefore needed the annulment of the previous marriage, which only
the Pope could provide. The Pope had refused the annulment as groundless. More
supported this legal opinion but other royal servants saw their chance , especially
those who were relatives of Anne. They supported the king: if the power of the
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sovereign is unlimited and includes also spiritual power, he can dissolve his own
marriage himself. The whole effort of making the king sovereign over the Church had
to seem legal; therefore Parliament and Church in England and the universities had
to agree. Using threats and strategy, Henry was able to obtain that. More's position
was untenable and he resigned in 1532. He continued to write against the
development. His opinion was that the worst tyrannies come in seemingly legal ways
because of the weakness of those who should have opposed the tyrants. 16
Finally his own life was at danger as the Parliament agreed on the Act of
Supremacy, making Henry the head of Church in England. It became obligatory to
swear fidelity to this act. More could not do that, for the results of his whole life's
studies and reflections showed him the unlawfulness of the whole procedure. Also it
opposed his faith (and the faith of the whole Christendom, as he always emphasised).
He insisted that Pope's spiritual power cannot be simply diminished by any act of any
parliament as it is not within its power. So the whole case became a matter of
conscience for More; he refused to betray his conscience because his soul would be at
risk then. To refuse to swear would mean immediate death and possibly a very
unpleasant one. And here More used his knowledge of the law to save his life because
he did not thirst for martyrdom. He knew his weakness. He made his famous decision
- t o be silent.1? Because of his silence he spent one year in Tower and as his silence
was too eloquent—a famous humanist kept prisoner—a trial was opened against him.
One witness had to perjure himself and More was finally sentenced-for what he had
never said. First, he was to be hanged, drowned and quartered but the king himself
changed that into beheading which took place on 6 July 1535.
This brief life report presented to us the outstanding personality of Sir Thomas
More, his attitudes and

values. What we emphasised and developed here are

especially points that are somehow reflected in his Utopia and will be crucial for
understanding his work and avoiding the risk of misinterpretation.

Notes:
1.This feature is especially evident in his letters: Silva de, A.,The Last Letters of
Thomas More (Michigan:Eerdmans, 2000) and in his spiritual handbook:More,
Thomas, The Sadness of Christ (Princeton: Scepter, 1993)
2.Wegemer,G.B.,Thomas More-a Portrait of Courage (Princeton:Scepter,1998)^.79
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Chapter 2

Literary work of Thomas More
Sir Thomas More is above all famous for his Utopia. In this chapter, we will try
to explore his complete literary work and find the specific place Utopia takes in this
context so that we can recognize the typical features it shares with his other works
and also its unique character within his writings.
We will deal both with general features of his writings and also with particular
pieces as they appear in the course of his life and are closely connected with their
specific historical and also personal context.
Basically, his work can be divided into three groups: spiritual writings, political
thinking and occasional pieces - letters, poems, etc.
Most of his works are written in Latin, including Utopia. More always kept his
reader in mind and this way chose his language. We have one remarkable exception,
the History of King Richard III, which was written in both Latin and English. Neither
version is a mere translation of the other. Both versions have some differences in
emphasis, space devoted to clarifying various aspects according to the expected
reader-either members of the English middle and upper class or European
humanists. 1
Generally, we can say all his works keep in mind the reader and his abilities,
interests and problems. Here we can certainly recognize a good lawyer who is able to
attract and keep the attention of his audience. He uses a very fresh style, often in the
form of a dialogue. These dialogues sound very realistic. More has a good
imagination. He always chooses realistic settings - his garden and dining room for a
friendly, confidential chat with a young student influenced by Luther if the aim of the
book is to present the basic arguments against Luther in a light and yet rational
manner, or a moving scene of a dialogue about suffering between a dying man and his
nephew paralysed with fear because of the coming threat of the Turkish invasion—at
that time an up-to-date topic which was very vivid in the imagination of his readers.
He rouses the curiosity of his reader by asking questions

everybody can

identify with .They are often provoking, giving a great motivation to read and find the
answer which he promises to give. In his first spiritual handbook, The Life of John
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Picus, he chooses the form of a biography about the then famous deceased Christian
humanist John Pico, who was almost a model of sanctity. To make the message he
intends to share very appealing he makes a provoking claim: Despite his alleged
sanctity , his penance, prayer and so on, John Pico did not go to heaven! This
statement immediately provokes curiosity: What was wrong then? When he gets the
desirable motivation and attention of the reader, the answer is given-lack of proper
care of his household, followed by negligence of his servants, whose behaviour,
however, Pico is responsible for etc. More's life themes appear here already.... 2
His answers are always very brief and clear, easy to understand and to
remember, sometimes even rather down-to-earth, with a lot of jest and wit included.
In one of his spiritual handbooks, he warns against slothful prayer using the
comparison of talking to a powerful prince instead of God:"Would you then yawn,
stretch, sneeze, spit without giving it a thought, and belch up the fumes of your
gluttony...What success could you hope from such a pleas as this?"3 There is a clear
effort in all his books to teach and educate and the contents and form must serve this
aim . Finally, as a result, his works are strongly persuasive if he chooses to do so or
provoking if that is needed but hardly leave the reader indifferent.
Another strong point of his writings is their clear organization. He always
follows an easy structure; e.g. a dialogue is divided into three days like the Dialogue
of Comfort against Tribulation or the organization of the book is suggested in the
title, such as

Four Last Things. His books have a rhythm. He mixes

difficult,

intensive parts where concentration is needed at its utmost with relaxing ones with
time for reflection; in Dialogue Concerning Heresies, after a difficult part the main
character suggests going to the dinner and continuing afterwards. This way logical
units within the topic can be divided and the attention of the reader gets a great help.
Another aspect all the books share in addition to good organization and the
ability to keep the attention of the reader by fresh style and humour, are the values
presented: all the books show the effort to help the reader become a better person
and the society a better place to live in. In other words, all the books have primarily
educational aims and only secondarily provide good entertainment for the reader.
Here we must explain what the word better means for More. In accordance with his
Christian values his chief concern is promoting spiritual life and relationship with
God on the personal level and work for peace and justice on the social one. The
obstacle to development on both levels being sin, he tries to fight it whether in
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politics (e.g. by criticizing the treacherous behaviour of the statesmen) or on the
personal level (revealing pride, avarice and so on). The idea is simple: people who sin
less cause less suffering to themselves and those around and in the ultimate sense can
reach the final happiness in heaven that More wishes for himself and, in his Christian
charitable love, also for the others.4
From all the above mentioned qualities, we can safely infer he was indeed a
very powerful , persuasive author. How can one become such? Where are

the

beginnings of a genius admired by whole Europe at his time?
As the previous chapter on biography shows, various factors played their role.
In addition to attaining a good education and having a father strict and wise enough
to keep young More engaged with it, More himself showed some remarkable signs of
outstanding talent. We mentioned above that he spent two important years as a page
at the palace of Cardinal Morton. This time must have been really stimulating for him
and proved his talent in a singular way. His son-in-law remembers the story.5 At
Christmas time, in Morton's palace theater, young Thomas would

"suddenly

sometimes step in among the players and, never studying for the matter, make a part
of his own there presently among them, which made the lookers-on more sport than
all the players beside."
More loved to play with words. During his studies in Oxford, between the years
1492-94, he wrote his first poetry both in English and Latin . Within three years his
first Latin verses were published in John Holt's Latin grammar Lac puerorum.

To

have his poetry printed at the age of twenty was a great success, especially if we
consider that it had been only fifty years since printing was introduced.
The key works of his career were yet to come. The first one, called Life of John
Picus, Earl of Mirandola, was published in 1510. Pico was a leading humanist of the
late Italian Renaissance, a good friend of Lorenzo de Medici. More wrote his
biography primarily not to deal with facts but as a basis for his own reflections on
spiritual life. Therefore it is rightly considered to be his first spiritual handbook.
Although he would write some more books on spirituality later, in this first one his
life themes already appear; in later works these themes are developed and expanded.
In his works as well as in his life, we see no major turn or stage. He remained faithful
to the choices he made in his youth and worked hard on deepening and realising
them in everyday life. If he wrote about principles of spiritual life, he first tried to
take them seriously himself. Pico surprisingly ends up in Purgatory, although he was
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a man with the reputation of being a good Christian. More explains to himself and to
others why. Pico did not accept God's vocation to be a friar; he was negligent in his
duties; he did not take care of his household and so his servants had the chance to
behave dishonestly; he was ungrateful to God. All these issues typically concern
More. In the previous chapter we noticed how much care he paid to choosing his
vocation and to taking care of his household first. More realised well that certain
priorities are given in everybody's life. He had to fight the temptation to devote
himself to liberal arts and literary production at the cost of the careful study and
practice of law, which was his professional duty. In addition to the biographical
section, More added many prayers, hymns and poems to stir the reader to pray with
personal, deeply affectionate, and confident conversation with God. He believed
firmly that such prayer saves people from the storms of this world, from the enemies
and the devil.

More not only prayed in this way, he also educated his whole

household to pray like this. At the end of his life this trust, strengthened by long
practice, enabled him to face his trials, false accusations, and other hardships 6
In 1513 he began writing his unfinished History of Richard III. This work is a
result of many of his reflections , dilemmas and research in the field of social
organization and justice. He considered it his duty to deal with these topics to be
ready to serve the public. He was in a good position to write this book because his
father, Cardinal Morton, and many other friends were key players or insiders in the
state.? Again, More does not primarily deal with historical facts; his main interest lies
in analysis and in learning from the past. His main concern was: How can such a
tyranny begin? He noticed well the danger of the gradual abuse of law and of
seemingly legal procedures, as well as the unwilling but effective cooperation of those
"just" people who are too weak to oppose such injustice. This was the type of tyranny
which he perceived as highly dangerous, much more so than the one inflicted by a
sudden blow of violence. The personal and political development of Henry VIII
fulfilled his worst fears. We can infer from the fact that he decided to publish the
book both in Latin and in English how pressing and urgent it was for him to spread
the message of his analysis. The paradox is that he himself, as the obstacle of Henry's
absolute will, was removed using the same seemingly legal procedures that he warned
against twenty years before.
In this context of More's life and searching and study, Utopia comes. Written
just three years later, it reflects the same burning questions and springs from the
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same period of reflections and searching for good social model. As it is our main
interest we will devote a whole chapter to detailed introduction into the book.

Epigrammata,

his Latin poems, were printed together with his Utopia and in

their next edition(!) he added a verse epistle to his children. It was not unusual with
him to write some small works for his children, an activity in full accord with his
concern for their education and his awareness that they must feel his love to be
obedient. When travelling far from home, due to public and royal service, he
communicated through poetry with them and of course encouraged them to answer.
One of such poems , full of tender love, he wrote while riding on a horseback in the
rain. His body had to stay on the horseback but his soul longed to join his family. 8
His treatise The Four Last Things has a similar history. It is a spiritual work
motivated primarily by educational purposes. It deals with the end of human life and
the four last things, which are death , judgement, heaven and hell. His eldest
daughter Margaret was at that time expecting a baby and he challenged his daughter
to this writing contest so that he could motivate her to deepen her education before
the growing new duties made it more difficult. Each of them was supposed to give his
or her own account of these important issues. More states his aim in the introduction:
he hopes it will help the reader to "form virtues and avoid sin".9 We again recognize
the typical primary concern of a Christian longing for the salvation of his own soul
and the salvation of others. All the literary tools of his powerful mind are in action.
More begins by explaining the paradox of pleasure: refusing carnal pleasure leads
even in this present life to real sweetness, comfort, pleasure and gladness. This way
one can avoid "grief of conscience" and "losing the natural light of reason and the
spiritual light of faith". In accordance with Christian tradition, More considers pride
to be the root of all sin and also the gravest one. To fight pride, a dangerous but
rather frequent element of human existence, More uses a vivid image. The whole
world and our life is nothing more than a stage. It happens that someone gets a role
of a rich noble prince. It would be ridiculous if, because of the short time in the
costume, the man became proud of his status even though he had to take back his old,
dirty clothes afterwards again. 10
A new situation emerged and required a new type of literary work from More.
When Luther appeared and began to spread his new teaching, it affected all of
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Europe and began to influence England as well. More felt the need to react and not
only summarize the crucial arguments but also do it in a way that would be
persuasive and clear to understand. He again used the tool of the dialogue, where he
was a master. He and Erasmus shared the worry about the impact of Luther's
teaching. As Erasmus, himself a reformer, said, this would shatter the whole world. 11
More felt the danger to peace and international unity. Studying Luther's teaching he
noticed certain disregard for law. Luther called every law a tyranny and even made
statements that no Christian can lose his salvation by any sins, however great. More
realised the danger of this. People would not only sin as before but they would even
give up all effort to improve themselves. In his opinion it was clear that, whether
willingly or unintentionally, Luther in fact invited people to vice. More with his
fervent care for peace and justice created A Dialogue of Sir Thomas More,

Knight.

The dialogue between More and a college student influenced by the new ideas takes
place over four days. More first finds out the student's opinion and then tries to
clarify the dangers of Luther's theology. The student is very intelligent and has high
motives. More is very respectful and sensitive towards him and as a result the
dialogue, full of humour and realism at the same time, is highly esteemed. C. S.
Lewis, for example, called it a "masterpiece". 12
Let us see an example of More's reasoning on a key point. One would certainly
expect such a dialogue to touch on the principle sola scriptum,

a basic concept of

Protestantism. Sola scriptum means that only Holy Scripture itself leads our life, in
the sense that every individual can freely discover whatever innovations are in it. This
concept is in sharp contrast to the teaching of the Catholic Church which insists on
the need of collective interpretation based on tradition. More warns the student
against overrating individual reason. To achieve good understanding of the Biblical
text, it is not enough to be merely able to read it! We must be aware of difficulties
involved in interpreting the text. It would not be like More if he did not explain
through humour. The question he asked was, "Do you trust more your eyes or your
wit?" Normally, people rely on their eyes but More argues: Take the juggler: if he cuts
your handkerchief into twenty pieces before your eyes and then puts it together again,
is that reality? No, your reason tells you it was a trick. Do not overrate your eyes but
the same works for your wit. It can be also deceived, hence the danger of individual
interpreting the Scriptures.^
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In fact, this book did not remain the only one on this topic. More spent a lot of
energy on fighting what he considered a grave danger for the whole humanity.
His most fruitful period, however, seems to be the end of his life. However
surprising it may sound, we can see several books

created under quite heavy

circumstances. What all of them share is that they are fruits of his lifelong
contemplation and reflections and are focused on the spiritual life. So here we come
back to the topic More began to deal with in his youth. The closeness of his own death
as well as the tremendous amount of his lifelong work and study and prayer, which
one can feel behind the texts make the books strongly appealing to the reader.
The key idea in these spiritual writings is identification with the crucified
Christ by bearing difficulties as integral part of human life. The books provide
encouragement to the reader, yet at the same time they echo his famous omnipresent
thought expressed once very clearly for his children: "No one gets to heaven in
feather pillows".^
The first book, Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation, deals with suffering
and especially fear. Created in prison, it has a special comforting power. With his
usual care and wit, More chooses a really strong context: old Anthony, close to death,
and his young nephew Vincent, healthy and yet paralysed with fear from the threat of
coming Turkish invasion. Vincent's imagination feeds his fear, he expects slavery,
deportation, violence, pressure to give up his Christian faith and so on. Written less
than ten years from the glorious and fearful victory of the Turks in Hungary, which
indeed added new areas to their already vast dominion and made all of Europe realise
a new threat, it must have provided a very persuasive context for what More intended
to reveal in this book. The whole dialogue of the two characters promises one aim:
cure of fear. Step by step, using his knowledge of psychology and theology and his
power of clear, logical expression in language, More through the answers of

old

Anthony succeeds in helping his nephew to get peace of mind and trust in God. The
first step is to show Vincent that suffering can be medicinal or even more profitable
from the supernatural viewpoint. More touches on the basic Christian concept of
following the model of Christ. Accepting suffering willingly means imitating Christ
who did exactly the same and the fruit is most precious - the salvation of souls. While
suffering, Christ paid for the

sins of people the punishment they would normally

deserve and thus saved their souls. At the end of the book, after discussing all risks
coming out of paralysing fear, e.g. suicide, Vincent feels relief but still there is a
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worry: How to remember all that in the middle of tribulation? And More with the
experience of his own spiritual life through the lips of old Anthony replies that what
we remember depends on the affections rooted in our mind, in other words, frequent
remembrance of Christ's Passion will kindle love in our hearts and we will desire to
follow his example.^
The very last work, also created in the prison of Tower, is fully focused on
Christ's Passion as a perspective through which More constantly and yet perhaps ever
more deeply viewed his own suffering. The book is called The Sadness of Christ and
again More chose its form very carefully. Christ's agony in the garden of Gethsemane,
his fear accompanied with blood sweat and horror, meant for More an example to
deal with our own agonizing fears. Sentence by sentence, the biblical text is developed
to enable us to meditate and gain strength from this stage of Christ's life. A big
inspiration for proper mental attitude in distress becomes,

for example, Christ's

humble prayer while lying prostrate face down on the earth before God his Father.
Another place where More's penetrating understanding of the Biblical text is quite
outstanding is his reflection on

Christ's conduct towards his betrayer. More's

analysis identifies steps we can also take towards our adversaries without the risk of
unnecessarily patronizing or humiliating the opponent: first, gentleness, and if his
conscience is not moved, then comes a grave, more warning tone "Do you betray the
Son of Man with a kiss?" The key idea of Christ as our model is developed most fully
in this last book of More's. 16

This account of the works of Thomas More gave us an idea about his interests,
preferences, circumstances and motivation for writing. We noticed the beginning and
end of his life were spent rather on spiritual works reflecting his inner world while the
most active part of his life is connected with books of political thought and apology,
reflecting the momentary difficulties and threats of peace and justice of the time.
Utopia comes at the time of the first period of his public engagement as a unique
vision providing the results of author's search and meditation about the crucial issues
of the time. To understand his other books and attitudes behind will be important for
a faithful interpretation of Utopia, which is the least explicit of them all.
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Chapter 3

Utopia as a book
In the previous chapters we have described the personality of the author and
seen Utopia in the context of More's other works. We saw More as a man fully
involved in political and cultural life. This Utopia is the answer to this involvement, a
product of his sense of responsibility, of his desire to help the society. This motivation
is present in his other writings. We can remember the History of King Richard

III1

with its warning against repeating mistakes which lead to tyranny or his polemics
against Lutheranism, which he considered not only spiritually harmful but also a
threat to

peace in society 2 . Always his writings are produced as a reaction to

circumstances, a response

to things that emerge. We have noticed the common

features of his writings:the remarkable consistency of his attitudes throughout his life
which makes understanding Utopia easier in some parts; his renowned sense of
humour which, however, makes it sometimes difficult to distinguish where he is
serious and where jesting or provoking. We can expect well planned form and
organisation as humanists not only present ideas but also do it in an elegant and
sophisticated way. Yet, there remains a lot that can still confuse the reader.
Utopia was born under specific circumstances. In May 1515 More was sent to
Bruges on behalf of the king to negotiate an increase importing of English wool. To
continue his mission, he was
during this

sent to Antwerp. Three important things happened

mission. First, it brought him into closer touch with Erasmus of

Rotterdam, the most famous and influential of European humanists. They already
knew each other and had shared many hopes and ideas. Until this trip, however,
More had been the more reserved one in this relationship. Marius even calls
Erasmus's long attempts to deepen the friendship aggressive and emphasises it was
Erasmus's persistence that finally prevailed. This friendship proves to be very
important for Utopia because Erasmus eventually helps More with its publication.
Erasmus also left us some information about the procedure of the work.3 We may ask
about the reasons that had divided two men who should be natural friends from the
first moment of their acquittance, which proves to be so crucial for the subject of our
study? The answer is apparent: almost everything besides their beloved humanism.
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First of all, it was More's deep spirituality that Erasmus lacked. More even avoided
this topic in their early letters. It is a bit absurd if we realize it was Erasmus who was
a priest and More a layman. They also did not share their views on reformation and
even in More's last moments, in 1535, Erasmus wished that More would not get into
those struggles and leave theology to theologians.4 But More's strong personality
managed to appreciate Erasmus' qualities while not assimilating those of his ideas
that he considered mistaken.s

Wegemer appreciates More's sincere support for

Erasmus in his unbalanced emotional life and moments of melancholy when even
this prominent European humanist was fragile and vulnerable. More probably
understood Erasmus best. 6 The concerns and values they shared eventually found
their way into Utopia.
Besides Erasmus, More met another outstanding man, Peter Giles, who
became his close friend. All three together spent many nights talking about society
and the paths to justice, a topic precious to all of them.

These debates probably

provoked More to give a full account of his vision in written f o r m - a result of these
fruitful evenings. Peter Giles will eventually even appear as one of

the main

characters of UtopiaJ
The third important thing was the very environment of More's stay. Presented
with quite a different world of attitudes, administration and organisation in the
relatively autonomous towns of Flanders, it is no wonder that More was provoked to
think more deeply about all these aspects of social organisation and ideal society.
Besides his conversations with Erasmus and Giles, he may have wanted to express
his opinion regarding the elements of society more concisely and coherently—in
written form.

Perhaps he also wanted to share these profitable talks with other

studious minds of contemporary Europe to provoke a wider debate, an aim which
would be quite typical for a humanist who believed that through education, study and
reflection gradually people and the society might be improved . 8 We know More was a
realist(not an "utopian" in the modern sense of the word) in his perception of human
faults which, in accordance with his Christian belief, he attributed to human frailty
caused by original sin. 9Yet, also motivated by his Christian belief that he was
commanded to love his neighbour, More did not resign but believed it was his duty to
attempt to improve society. 10
The most puzzling question about Utopia is certainly: Was More so idealistic
as to believe that all he wrote should happen, if not in his day, then in future? Are all
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those who perceive him as the first Utopian socialist right? Is it really a model that he
wanted to impose on England or preferably on the whole world? Such an explanation
does not seem to accord with his personality as it has been sketched in previous
chapters of this work. Following chapters will give a closer analysis of individual
aspects of both the author and the book , providing more details to support our
scepticism that establishing Utopian socialism was his goal. The strongest argument
against this interpretation is simply that, unlike Utopian socialists, he simply did not
believe this model could ever happen. It is both suggested by the name he chose for
the ideal island and also explicitly expressed by himself at the end of the book. Why
then did he write the book ? If it is not practicable, that does not mean it is useless. It
could provide a mirror, provoke reflection and, since we know how his sharp and
restless mind overflowed with wit and jest, it probably also served to amuse himself.
As we shall show later, the part written in Flanders that is less bitter than the later
additions written in England; in these latter sections we can sense the serious
intention of the author underlying the appealing pictures of social injustice. 11
Our position still offers more questions than answers so far, so let us take a
closer look at facts about the book itself. Although the word "utopia" has now become
part of common language, it was More who invented it. It is taken from Greek and is
slightly ambiguous; although primarily it means "nowhere," it can also mean „good
place." At first More had wished to use a Latin title, since the book was written in
Latin. The title would have been "Nusquama". Then he changed for the title into
Greek, probably because of the ambiguity which Latin did not offer. 12
with the name, he also introduced a new genre into the world literature:

Together
writing

about a non-existent place in order to have the freedom to reflect one's own world.
Even science fiction can be rooted in this invention although it uses the distance of
time rather than of place.
As Erasmus says, the book consists of two parts and the second was written
before the first one.^ The explanation for this does not seem to be so difficult. It is the
second part that contains what most people probably imagine under the word Utopia.
It is a description of the ideal island. This is the part that More wrote during his stay
in Flanders. The first part—in fact the introduction for the description of the ideal
island—was added in a different mood and under different circumstances. It is far
more down-to-earth, presenting in a realistic way all the suffering and tension in the
society of More's day . This description provokes a desire for improvement, which is
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offered in the vision of the ideal island. In fact, many topics are actually discussed in
Part I in their nakedness and misery and immediately given a remedy in Part II. Thus
both parts match

and only reading them together can ensure

a balanced

understanding of the whole book. What makes Part I also crucial for understanding
the whole book is that the message is much more explicit. From the dialogues we
easily sense what things More disliked in contemporary society and therefore for the
same things we can expect a solution suggested in description of his ideal island.
Thus a clue is provided to the reader for the more puzzling Part II.
We will now present a summary of the basic features of Utopia, so that then
our main aim—the analysis—can follow. This summary will give the reader a sense of
More's focus: what areas and what attitudes he presents; what he debates with
humour and what he states more earnestly; when he is being satirical and when he is
reproving; and what contemporary problems are reflected in the book. The summary
is helpful, for it seems More had plenty of wonderful ideas but no time for careful
organisation, as he himself admits.(U, 5).1« So, for example, because of the author's
haste, some topics appear twice. As for the depth of the thoughts, on the contrary, we
sense how long they matured. We feel his need to share his insights, which are often
so witty, brief and polished. More did not devise them for this book only. He must
have used them before, so naturally they also appeared in this summary of his
learning and experience. While reading this second part we can also notice reflection
of his own preferences in life:books, education, good conversation with good friends
in a pleasant environment—preferably a garden and so on.
From the beginning Part II is just an uninterrupted monologue of Raphael
Hythloday, the traveller and More's friend. This completely fictional figure puzzled
many readers. More did not help them much; in his ironical fashion, on the contrary,
he stated that Hythloday was still alive and that anybody could ask him about
Utopia.^

A clue to Hythloday's identity or function might be the beautiful biblical

story about a man named Tobias sending his son on a journey. The archangel
Raphael is sent by God to protect the son on his way. 16 Each name has a meaning
with More, each presents a puzzle and a valuable hint to understand the message of
his book. Also this possibility confirms More's roots in the Christian context.
First, this mysterious Raphael provides basic geographic conditions—the shape
and

surface of the island, its strategic position with limited access from outside.

Although the country was formerly connected with the mainland, king Utopus after
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his victory not only renamed the island after himself but also had a strait dug to
isolate the island.(U,50) To avoid the bitterness of the former inhabitants, his
soldiers were obliged to help dig it together with the Utopian population. Due to this
prudent approach towards the losers, he was soon accepted and no longer viewed as
an intruder. The order he established indeed proved to result in the enviable
perfection of the society. Nothing more is said about the beginnings of the society ,
the origin of the king, his formation in his remarkable views and so on. More focuses
mainly on the description of the ideal society as it is.
The country has 54 towns, all similar in fashion and style, surrounded by
shires, spread evenly over the island. Amaurote in the middle is considered to be the
capital where wise old men meet to debate common matters.
The cities are regularly built with turrets and walls and ditches around and a
spring or cistern inside. Water is distributed in brick canals. All the houses are nice
and similar, three floors high with glass windows. The streets are twenty feet in width
and are formed by rows of these houses. At the back, there are gardens. The
inspiration for the organization of these cities is most likely to be found in
contemporary England, where the poor state of towns full of dirt called for a
remedy.1? The same can be said about his emphasis on early and reasonable
investments in the maintenance of the house where two extremes are to be avoided:
wasting money by remodelling homes simply because of fashion or, on the other
hand, neglecting houses where the one stitch would have saved the nine necessary
afterwards.
Houses are exchanged among people every ten years through a lottery. This
practice is for the sake of justice and also because Utopians do not know private
property. No one locks up; everybody can enter any house. We will see this feature
several more times in Utopia. The custom derives from his belief that secrecy is
misused for vice and transparency the best remedy of that. We will analyse this
feature thoroughly in the later chapters because it influences the shape of societal
structures in a decisive way.
Each town has a surrounding network of farms. People are required to work
on the farm for one year, so there is a continual rotation of the population between
the farms and the town. All of sudden, as often happens in this book, a curious detail
appears: they artificially hatch chickens. They have few horses and many oxen used
for pulling and then consumption. They grow corn for food; they do not use it to
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make alcohol. Regularly, they have a surplus which they divide among bordering
towns. For the harvest, the magistrates send more people out to the farms.
The surplus does not appear only in agriculture but is present in every branch
and craft.

It is a reflection of More's conviction that people are able to provide

enough for their lives but for the hindrance presented by the current organisation of
the society which ordains things otherwise, predisposing some people to idleness,
others to overwork and starvation at the same time. Reasonably and justly organised
people simply can not miss any of the basic needs under normal circumstances. Like
all his political insights these are also relevant because he was no dreamer but a man
with responsibilities in the government of

England. Like many of his political

insights, this one also remains a hot issue even today. More's thought simply remains
up-to-date; we will notice this more often in the course of the book.
At the head of the society is a prince. This is a lifetime office. The prince is
elected by Phillarchs, local heads of the cities and farms, who choose out of a list of
candidates nominated by common people.
Utopians publicly reward honourable conduct but those who ambitiously
desire promotion are left behind hopeless.
All public matters must be debated for three days. To conspire privately about
public matters is a serious offence threatening the very well-being of the society and it
is one of few offences punished with death. Also new topics that emerge during the
session can be only debated at the next meeting, not at the very one where they
occurred, so that they are not dealt with hastily or out of pride, as, for example if
someone who spoke rashly defended his opinion afterwards at any cost, simply not to
seem foolish. This way, everybody can prepare for the debate. Robinson, the first
translator of Utopia into English, shows that More really touched sensitive features of
current England when, in the footnotes, Robinson passionately praises this procedure
as really necessary in England too. (U, 56)
The Utopian society has a limited number of crafts as the people do not
approve luxury and therefore do not need most of what is usually produced.
Everybody is trained in farming and, in addition, learns one craft. More considered it
important to emphasise that women also were trained in farming and craftwork. He
considered idleness not only unjust and a cause of starvation of others but also a
source of trouble, so he secured his ideal society against it repeatedly. It is remarkable
that physical work is not viewed as something degrading but on the contrary
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something essential to the individual and his or her happiness. The craft is usually
hereditary but that custom is not held rigidly. A child who admires another
profession has the means to learn it. The work is organized in families, which are the
basic units of the society. There are no weavers or tailors because all clothes are
home-made and plain.
Idleness is forbidden but so is the other extreme—overwork. Only six hours
are appointed for work, whereas in England some classes must work from the early
morning until the evening like slaves.
The limitation on the number of hours of work is another reason why work is
compulsory. It is necessary to provide the society with needed goods without
exploiting anybody. In Utopia, only Phillarchs and scholars do not work manually.
(U, 60) In England and most societies of More's time, there are so many landowners,
monks, beggars, servants, or idle or unprofitable workers producing either nothing or
useless luxuries; this state of affairs is possible only because the key principle is
money. If all these people produced some of the useful commodities, the society
would lack nothing and everybody would have free time like the Utopians.
Also, as already mentioned above, the Utopians save a lot of energy by careful
maintenance of the houses, so there is no needless rebuilding according to the
fashion or due to negligence. This way, because of good organisation and performing
only necessary works, they must often stop production in order not to produce too
much surplus. In that case they repair highways and when this is done, they have
more free time. Food is provided for the whole community in big dining halls. It is
not compulsory to eat in these halls, but the food is of high quality so everybody
prefers

coming to these communal dining rooms. Moreover, the mealtimes are

organized for educational purposes, with young and old mixed together and
tolerating each other. There is no vain chat or noise. The environment is pleasant,
with sweet scents and music—simply all that can contribute to harmony and innocent
pleasure. The rest of the day is free. The usual occupation for people then is good
conversation in the garden, More's own favourite activity which he praises many
times in other books. Such conversation is supposed to educate and strengthen
virtuous behaviour. The Utopians take part in lectures and also love music. They
never misspend their time in riots; there are no pubs or secret corners, or foolish
games like dice. The only board game resembles chess a bit but is again chiefly about
the struggle of virtue and vice. There is no chance to spend free time other way than
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honestly. Free time spent in a wholesome way is what they perceive as liberty of mind
and in it consists their felicity, which is the main purpose of their existence. (U, 62)
As we have already mentioned, the basic unit of the society is the family, which
is hierarchically ordered. The oldest man is the head, then comes the woman, and the
children ranked according to age. Mothers nurse their own children which is
considered a great honour. Utopians keep constant the size of the families by moving
children over 14 into smaller families. If the birthrate is extremely high, they establish
new colonies. They are even willing to wage war if the local people do not accept the
new settlements. For them it is a just cause for war if soil is vacant and not used while
at the same time there is somebody who needs it.
Goods are distributed to the families from the common stores. Everybody
takes only what he or she needs. Utopians do not know the fear of lack nor the pride
of having more, which More considers to be the two chief causes of covetousness in
other societies.(U, 64) The explanation for this is simple. In Utopia, they lack
nothing; as for pride, it is eliminated by careful formation through public opinion.
Unlike England, the system is set in such a way that public opinion always drives
people to better choices. More gives many more examples of how public opinion
educates the citizens constantly. They would seem foolish to wish to have more and
then to esteem themselves higher than others just because they have a second set of
something even if they do not need it. For example, clothes are so plain that no one
can show off. There is no point in having three shirts that are the same.
Although the organisation of the society is aimed at promoting the good in
human being, More does not make his citizens perfect. The society has its bondsmen
—people who committed a crime and who, in other societies, would be put to death.
One of their duties is to prepare meat, a task which no free citizen can do because
Utopians believe killing erodes the highly esteemed virtue of clemency. (U, 64)
There is a very good system of public hospitals which serve excellent food and
which provide specialized and professional care which is at the same time warm and
human.
Utopians are allowed to travel freely but wherever they go, they must join their
craft to get some food. To go long distances they must obtain the permission of their
prince. To run away is a serious crime. These rules contribute

above all

to

prevention of idleness of the individual which as we already noticed More considered
especially harmful.
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The people of this society maintain some foreign trade to obtain iron. If a
country owes them something, they usually do not demand repayment. Utopia does
not need money nor gold nor silver. These items are used only for the purposes of
war, to hire strangers to fight for them or to set treason and get enemies into mutual
fight. Utopians do not value gold highly because it is almost useless in their society;
however, they recognize that other men consider it desirable because of its rarity. To
prevent possible covetousness and temptation, the Utopians ostentatiously use the
gold publicly because if it were hidden, people might speculate that the prince was
misusing it. Moreover, at the time of war, people must easily part with whatever gold
they have. This is possible since treasured items are never produced from it. Gold is
used only for making chamberpots or fetters for the bondmen and markings for
convicts. Diamonds and pearls are toys for children who, as they grow, put them
aside themselves so as not to look childish. This custom can create a tricky situation
for poorly informed foreign ambassadors who, in their desire to impress people with
their clothes and jewellery, look ridiculous. The Utopians cannot understand that in
England, gold creates or indicates the social status of its owner. (U, 70)
Learning is a cherished activity in Utopia. Most study is done in the Utopian
language. Philosophy and geometry are very advanced; however, they have no
knowledge of contemporary logic. Through the text More ridicules all the useless and
complicated categories of logic and every other discipline which serves nothing else
than the self-satisfaction of its haughty masters. Utopians are also good at astronomy
and weather forecasting but have no knowledge of astrology. Here we also feel a
thorn of More's criticism of the contemporary situation in Christian Europe, where
interest in astrology flourished although it is forbidden in the Bible. 18 In his
translator's notes Robinson enjoyed this point, thus showing that More's satire hit the
target. More touches on many other areas of philosophy and science in his book. For
example, like our old philosophers, they can not agree about the origin of the world
either.
The basic philosophical question for them is: in what does happiness consist.
They believe that the answer is pleasure; their religion, although grave and rigorous,
supports this view. This teaching is derived from two important beliefs: that the
human soul is immortal and that by God's plan it is ordained to felicity. After this life,
complete happiness or its opposite, eternal punishment follows, according to divine
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justice. More's reasoning goes like this: without this final justice people would be
fools if they, even using wrong ways, did not enjoy all possible pleasures; at the same
time, when suffering came people could not be happy or bear it patiently if they could
not look forward to the reward. So pleasure for Utopians includes only good and
honest activities, and virtue is life in accordance with nature, which means in accord
with God's design. All people must be governed by their reason.
Utopians do not accept intentional and voluntary practices of self-inflicted
suffering because one is supposed to be helpful and gentle to people including
oneself. So they refuse self-rejection and fasting, unless it is for the common good,
since cruelty towards oneself is bad. Such behavior is commanded by reason; a
different view-perhaps godlier—can be only inspired from heaven. (U, 85) On the
topic of suffering, More does a rare thing. Besides stating the limits of natural reason
in discerning this issue and acknowledging the need for higher revelation to clarify
certain things (in this place a reason for suffering,.in other places tenets of Christian
faith), he also feels the need to emphasise that his intention is to describe not to
defend the views of Utopians. More's insistence here on his position as an observer
signals that the topic deserves deeper development in our analysis.^ We will see this
distance from his own work several times in Part II. It gives him the necessary
freedom to experiment with sometimes even exaggerated statements when logic
stretches the point to its maximum.
More speaks about the opposite of suffering, i.e., seeking pleasure, as well.
What is especially wrong is pleasure which causes someone discomfort. There is a
special good to be found in giving someone pleasure from one's own and thus
obtaining his and God's gratitude. More gives an easy clue to distinguish between
healthy and perverted pleasures. What is naturally pleasant is attractive for appetite
and reason. (U, 78) But dishonest desires can pervert our appetite. More depicts
perversion as something inconsistent with our true humanity, with

its unnatural

character only emphasised by the element of absurdity found in it. Among perverted
pleasures belong: feeling more noble because of finer garments, enjoying others'
bowed knees (which do not ease the pain of one's own knees anyway!). Other
perverted pleasures are enjoying a precious stone more than a counterfeit one,
although the difference is not visible, or hiding one's gold, so that it is neither used
nor even enjoyed. If the gold were stolen without the latter person's knowing it, they
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would be equally happy all the time, even without it. Pleasure found in dice is also
perverted, since it is naturally tiring to repeat the action of throwing. Hunting is
perverse. It is good for butchers but not worthy of free men because the pleasure of
beholding death is suitable for a beast but not for a man.
Among true pleasures, More counts these: intelligence, contemplation of truth,
good conscience, exercise of virtue, and music. The basic pleasure, however, is good
health. Then there are bodily pleasures, such as eating meals and drinking, which are
connected with renewal or easement of abundance. These are low pleasures, which
does not mean they are wrong. They are only pleasures of a lesser degree, less perfect
because grief accompanies them and they ease it. People should be grateful for these
pleasures, because it is a gift of nature that things which must be done anyway cause
pleasure at the same time.

Pleasures of eyes, ears, and nose are connected with

harmony of tunes or tastes: these are more noble because only people are able to
perceive them. The basic rule is that pleasure must not cause displeasure, which
inevitably arises if the pleasure is dishonest.
In the area of morality, More endows his islanders with values that sometimes
differ from the Europe of More's time. Utopians despise suicides, but the voluntary
end of one's

life is allowed when the priests, after carefully examining a case,

recommend that course of action to a person who is seriously ill. This is a remarkable
approach, perhaps more familiar for the people of the 21 century where we are
witnessing efforts to introduce euthanasia into the legal systems of the European
countries, but certainly surprising from a writer whose profound Christian values
have appeared very consistent so far. Suicide under whatever circumstances has
simply never been considered a Christian attitude. 20 We will examine this in our
analysis later in the work.
Marriage is only allowed for women over 18 and men over 22. Sexual
intercourse before the wedding is strictly prohibited primarily because of common
sense rather than religion: no one would enter marriage with all its difficulties if he or
she could enjoy its pleasures without the commitment. Adulterers cannot marry.
Before the wedding both partners must see each other naked to prevent some
unpleasant surprise after the promise is uttered. Women do not use any make up
because love can be gained by that but never kept and preserved. Only virtues have
the power to preserve love. Divorce is allowed but only after the council members and
also their wives (!) carefully examine the case. One example of an acceptable reason
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for divorce is the unbearable conduct of one of the parties; this person can never
marry again. Divorce is forbidden on grounds such as physical deformity or age. The
council members and their wives are very reluctant to agree to every petition for
divorce because they are aware that easy hope for a new marriage breaks love
between man and woman . (U, 90) The punishment for fornication is bondage: if this
act is repeated the penalty is death.
All aimed at a happy family life as the crucial area of human life, these rules
especially show More's deep insight into human psychology. Although some are jests,
some are there to mirror and provoke, but at the root of all his depiction of Utopia,
his concern for a stable, happy society is apparent.
More concludes this part of the book with emphasising his position of an
observer again when he says: wise or fools, Utopians are remarkably happy and
successful in their lifestyle.
The Utopians enjoyed Greek and learned it amazingly quickly. It seemed their
own language was somewhat similar, which might give a clue to its otherwise obscure
origin. More indeed consistently supported this statement hypothesis by deriving
names of offices and places from Greek. The travellers, being humanists, had a well
chosen library with them which they put at the Utopians' disposal. The list of books
the travellers had is a record of the best achievements of ancient learning, including
Homer, Herodotos and so on. It reflects More's deep knowledge of this literature and
probably also his priorities. One of the books on the list would be Lucian's jests and
many others on the list he himself loved and used many other times besides Utopia.
Even a reading list he drew up for the education of his own children contained many
of these same books. 21 Unlike More, the Utopians value books about physics most
highly, because they believe the study of creation is a way to honour God.

What

More points out about this cultural exchange is how carefully these islanders develop
and use all the given wisdom. Nothing is wasted, unlike in Europe where, to his
regret,

so many profound thoughts were totally forgotten. Although Utopians are

technically advanced, they do not know paper nor printing. However, just small hints
about the manufacturing process from men who even were not specialists in the field
sufficed for them to develop the production of books with admirable speed.
Utopians enjoy fools' foolishness but never mock any physical deformity.
The description of the Utopian legal system bears signs of More's experience
with the weaknesses of the legal system in England. More also touches upon this
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topic in Part I with his famous arguments against the abuse of death penalty in
contemporary England. (U,26) In Utopia, the basic punishment is bondage. A second
offence or trying to escape punishment deserves death. Lighter offences are punished
within one's household according to its hierarchy. Intention to commit a crime is
judged as serious as the very act because it is not to the criminal's merit that the deed
failed. Punishment can be only forgiven if the offender feels more sorry for the
offence than for the punishment itself.
Symbols of power are limited to the minimum: a sheaf of corn carried before a
prince and a taper of wax before a bishop. Utopians have few laws because it is unfair
if people must obey more laws than they are able to read. They do not have attorneys;
everybody states his or her own case. Thus there are less words and the judge may
more easily come to the truth. The plainer the law is, the more just it is because the
purpose of a law is to remind people of their duty. This is only possible when they
understand it. It is not surprising that neighbouring countries, being aware that the
good of a society depends on its magistrates, frequently hire citizens of Utopia for
these offices. What is also positive for such a task, due to their way of education,
Utopians lack „both affection and avarice" which otherwise cause most injustice.
More himself in his professional career of a judge followed these principles and
became famous because absence of avarice and favouring one party in the cause was
rare22 the The whole of this part concerning the legal system shows his experience in
the field, a lot of reflection and as a result is full of immortal thoughts. More is indeed
scintillating here.
However friendly to their neighbours, Utopians never make leagues because in
that area of the v/orld, (unlike Christian Europe, More adds with irony) they are soon
broken anyway because a hole can be always found in the text. More is indeed
disgusted by that: "Such treacherous conduct among common people even they
would condemn who counsel their king do the same." (U, 96) Utopians think, leagues
give a bad example because they imply that without a league, people are natural
enemies. They, on the other hand, believe that fellowship of nature is enough to keep
good relationships.
"Nothing that prince lusts after is unlawful". (U, 96) It is a terrible prediction
of where even Henry VIII is going to get and what it will bring for More. Almost
twenty years before his death he writes this warning. As for being prince counsellor,
we know his disappointment from politics and scepticism about the sense of working
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in these circles. This dilemma of serving and counselling a prince will be the main
topic of Part I (U, 16) of Utopia. Generally, the more bitterness he uses to express
himself, the deeper is his personal experience on the field. He criticizes this relativism
mainly from the viewpoint of moral but warns also against the risk such attitudes
bring even to the very counsellors that suggest or approve such things to their
sovereign. It is bitter irony that in England this type of counsellors ended with death
penalty only few years after More's execution and what became their stumble stone
was the absolute, unlimited will of their sovereign which they helped to develop with
the hope to be the more favourite and seen indispensable by their sovereign.^ But
More is very strict in this. Values must be absolute. This attitude cannot be absolutely
called general

at that time. Among his contemporaries, the other views

of

statesmanship in Europe also had their big classics like Machiavelli who defends all
steps for the sake of a state as justifiable 2 «.
Surprisingly enough, if needed, Utopians can fight well but the notion of glory
gained at war does not exist at all among them. More's islanders are no pacifists, he
develops a very long list of causes considered just among them to wage war: selfdefence, defence or revenge for friends. They always fight to the bitter end till the
unjust is uprooted and under control of the just one. It is difficult to say whether
More presents his own view

in this place, his aim seems rather to provoke

astonishment if e.g. the reason big enough is the wrong done to one merchant who is
their friend. The whole country whose people did the wrong to him is then brought
under control of the country that the merchant comes from. This raises a big question
of balance of cause and ramification, if justifiable war is a matter of right or wrong or
also a bit of measure of it, whether the reaction is not exaggerated. Of course, More
has the freedom of mental experiment, his personal opinion is hidden behind the
description. Although far-fetched, the case shows a state demanding justice for their
citizens abroad which effort can be effective only if it can support it with sufficient
power. In European history, large scale wars usually have such tiny beginnings but at
the same time these are usually considered just a pretext not the true cause.

More

can give such an example because he does not bear two common risks: inappropriate
losses and other wrongs committed because to lead a pure war is very difficult. What
makes it easier for him to say this and at the same time unrealistic for our context is
the fact that Utopians due to the features that we will mention win all their wars.
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Certain distance towards this attitude can be felt from phrases like "as the Utopians
thought" (U, 98).
What is the usual procedure, then? First, because of their friend, the merchant,
and their own

defence,

the islanders "abstain

from occupying with

that

nation"(U,98) To stop foreign trade with such a country is considered a sufficient
punishment if only Utopians are wronged. If a foreigner is concerned, they can take
other steps like war. The reason for this difference is they know their friends come
from countries with private property and so are personally endangered by wrongs or
losses, unlike Utopian citizens who personally lack nothing even if their trade suffers
through someone's injustice.
If a conflict comes, they always try to win by the power of wit because they say
that physical strength is the domain of wild beasts. They lead the war with cruelty
that is meant to deter the nation from future wrongs; they simply do not want to be
forced to repeat the war later for new injustices. First, to prevent bloodshed they
promise the citizens ofthat land great rewards for assassinating the prince and other
chief adversaries; for catching them alive the reward is doubled because Utopians
want to spare even the blood of the leaders. This way they seed mistrust into their
enemy's lines and "there is no deed that reward does not enforce men unto".(U,ioo)
These are remarkable methods of fighting-not
always the aim must be unselfish-just

very honourable in our sense but

for the sake of justice. If the prince

surrenders? voluntarily they pardon him and let him live. Saving life is a priority. It
is not cowardice, but rather a praiseworthy conduct in their eyes, to save lives of the
soldiers who can not choose in matters of war.(U, 100)
Another step is finding a new candidate for the throne whom they can
support and who will afterwards deal with the matter to their satisfaction. If this does
not help, they send their neighbours to fight, backed by an abundance of money.
Always some old bitterness is found that makes them go.
Here we can be sure Utopians act cunningly but not to More's liking.(U, 37) In
the first part of the book, written later in England, he presents his views more openly
and plainly. This first section provides a clue for finding our way in the more
complicated second part, which is full of jest and irony. In the first part, More himself
refuses to allow such things as old bitterness or long forgotten law or right or
something similar to be used as a pretext to start a fight. Such things, in his opinion,
can never be just causes of war. However, in Europe it is frequent to at least pretend
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to be persuaded that a war is just, although its real cause is usually thirst for power or
riches. But even in the matter of war, the Utopians are more perfect people because,
although they use various pretexts to get the neighbours to fight, the reason that they
do so is just.
They almost never send their citizens to fight. Gold, which as we have said is
not used by Utopians (they keep their state reserve in the form of chamber pots and
fetters), is their strongest weapon. Usually they hire soldiers from a neighbouring
nation. These mercenaries are fierce, loving war, and covetous fighting faithfully
because Utopians pay them best. Utopians are not even very concerned about
casualties among these people, believing that they are wicked and that the world
would be well rid of them. Here More's disgust for such soldiers, who are willing to
fight on any side, just or unjust, is apparent. In Part I, he mentions such warriors who
at times of peace are a danger for their own population. (U, 20)

If Utopians must fight themselves, they send only volunteers. They cure
cowards by putting them into situations where they need to be brave. Women can
also fight; logically, they believe that families fight together more bravely. Parents can
fight boldly, knowing that, if they die, their children will receive excellent care. The
uncertainty of the same in real battles takes away a lot of courage, More believes. He
himself also tasted this type of worry about his family and could see how such
concern can weaken one's decision or, in his case, not weaken it but make it much
more p a i n f u l l The Utopians' education and their conviction that their cause is just
enable them to give up their lives if necessary.

Their basic tactic is to kill their

enemy's captain while keeping their rear lines organized for the decisive moment of
the battle. Their soldiers have a very comfortable armour which even allows them to
swim; their chief weapons are arrows and pole-axes. They never destroy enemy's land
and crops. When a city yields, they kill those who were against surrender and reward
those who supported it. They always think ahead. Prudently, they build an image that
may make future wars seem hopeless and surrender inevitable.
When the offenders yield, they punish them with death or bondage. This way
they gain many allies and tributary lands.
The analysis of Utopian warfare and political strategy is surpassed in length
only by the last chapter on religion. More shows good knowledge of various cunning
Procedures to gain and maintain political control,(U, 35) although clearly he does not
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always approve them. Generally, More's experience as a statesman was broad and he
had a lot to say upon the topic. In his own career, however, he valued the
achievement of peace making over achieving victories and political control. 26
The following topic - religion - was equally fascinating for him; the length of
the chapter and the care with which it was written proves that. Undoubtedly, More
considered this chapter on religion to be the crown of the book, since the most
important thing is usually placed last. The treatment of religion in Utopia is not
surprising, however, if we consider how much space he devoted to religion in his
other works.

More writes that the Utopians gradually grew to the concept of one
omnipotent God: even older cults accept this basic idea. When people heard about
Christ, they gladly accepted the Gospel. Since the times of Utopus, freedom of
religion existed with only these basic restrictions: there can be no sedition, violence
or arrogance in arguing with others because Utopus believed that the truth would
then be trodden underfoot then.. Only if fair conditions are provided, can truth
prevail. However, this freedom is not endless. It is forbidden to proclaim that human
soul is mortal or that the world is ruled by chance without any divine providence.
Utopians believe that people who fear no final justice and have no hope other than
their body are dangerous for the stability of the society. These people are not
punished but they cannot hold any office. Scholars gently try to show them how
foolish their opinions are. There are very few priests, but they are holy men whose
purity of life is watched by the magistrate. These priests can rebuke or judge others;
they enjoy respect in the society. They play a very important role in peace-making
efforts and

prevent bloodshed on the battlefield; these actions gain them respect

among other nations too. More was aware of the low respect that priests enjoyed in
reality and showed his concern for such a state.(U,43, 22) Through this description of
the Utopian situation, he also suggested possible causes of the lack of respect for
clergy in his own country, who often acted in a very different manner. This pain of
his also shows his high personal respect for priesthood. More continues with the
description of holy days, their churches, prayers, music, robes, and so on.
When More lets Raphael come to a conclusion,

More again compares with

bitter pain the happy state of the commonwealth of Utopia to that one common
among our nations. To sum up and strengthen the main impression he wishes to
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leave, he again emphasises the main contemporary evils. He points out the
humiliating poverty of those who work the hardest or in essential crafts

and yet

cannot even hope for any savings for their old age while those who are either idle or
work for vanity, like goldsmiths, have plenty. If there is famine, those rich keep their
barns closed while the poor die of starvation. How different it would be if all were
equally divided! Money and pride, he concludes, are two roots of all the suffering of
people. More's narrator, the main character, Raphael utters a very hard sentence: „
When I consider and weigh in my mind all these commonwealths which nowadays
anywhere do flourish, so God help me, I can perceive nothing but a certain conspiracy
of rich men procuring their own commodities under the name and title of
commonwealth. They invent and devise all means and crafts, first how to keep safely,
without fear of losing, that they have unjustly gathered together, and next how to hire
and abuse the work and labour of the poor for as little money as may be". (U, 121)
He says he wishes everybody to live in a state like Utopia and again
summarizes the main factors which ensure such harmony and happiness. He sees the
only chance of societal improvement in fully following of Christ's teaching, because
He in his love and absolute knowledge certainly left us the best rules and commands
to manage our society. Good family life is a primary value in this society. There is a
good chance that Utopia will be immortal because this basic unit of the society is
healthy and safe.
Thus finishes the remarkable story of Raphael the traveller. More steps back a
bit, and from the position of the author who just recorded someone else's experience,
reveals his own somewhat bitter, ironic and fully realistic attitude to all that he has
written. Although not all seems completely reasonable „ I need confess and grant that
many things be in the Utopian weal-public which in our cities I may rather wish for
than hope after."(U, 123)

Back in England, he wrote the first part, which already bears typical features of
his other writings. Here his mastery of dialogue could show, variety of literary forms,
even he himself becomes a character of the book. It is the essential part for
understanding the sense of the book and realising the intention of the author. Besides
this, it was written to provide the right atmosphere and the necessary context for the
narration that follows as Part II. To get the reader involved and interested, it begins
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as a real-life account of More's stay in Flanders, his meeting friends and among them
one that had just come back from overseas~a topic most exciting at that time.27
Prior to Part I comes the foreword. Although it should be rather an
introduction, it is in fact part of the fictitious narration already. In this foreword to
Peter G i l e s - a real existing figure- More apologizes for sending the book so late and
calls the whole book just a rehearsal of what Raphael Hythloday—a fictional h e r o told them. Although presenting him in a quite realistic way, More warns against too
much credulity: the surname Hythloday can be translated as „pedlar of nonsense", a
joke at the expense of those who would be too easily persuaded to take the book too
seriously. '^That is one more example of typical More's distance from his own book.
In the foreword and Part I More actually becomes one of the characters of the book
who not only narrates the story heard from the fictional hero Raphael Hythloday but
also takes active part in the debates.
The friends spent their time in debates and the fruits is the book. We can
immediately imagine More and Giles in their own real night or garden debates, which
would be the most natural setting for inviting the fictional hero. More confesses it
was easy to write the book because Hythloday gave so many interesting facts that
would otherwise require immense study and knowledge to describe such a society in
its complexity.(U, 5) If More says the task that remained for him was only to write
plainly what he heard without any previous study, there can be felt a touch of irony
because we know it did require of him a lot of previous effort to study the topics so
dear to More, he indeed had a good source of knowledge of all possible systems and
laws and philosophical reflections. He was able to use all o f t h a t to create this island.
More then explains the delay of finishing the book. He gives a very persuasive and no
doubt also realistic account of his lack of time. He had his legal practice, then at home
spent time with his family and servants not to become a stranger in his own home (we
can recall from his other works family was his priority and he was aware of it) He
wants to be pleasant to "the companions of his life"(U,5) - what an honouring title for
his wife and children but also, on the other hand, he does not want to spoil neither
them nor the servants with familiarity. The only time he confesses he can steal is from
meal or sleep "wherein almost half the lifetime of a man creeps away".(U,6) Although
he admits having a good memory, he asks Peter to fill in what would be possibly
missing from the c o n t e n t s of their debates. Even here his typical sense of humour
appears. He has a big problem. He can not recall such a vital thing as the width of the
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bridge. He can not agree on that with young John Clement, again a real-life figure,
later even a tutor of his own children, whom he takes to all useful talks for the sake of
his education and who was present even here at the fictional dialogue and thus got
into the book.(U,6) We can imagine here young More himself as a page being present
at discourses on various topics in the house of Cardinal Morton. 2 ? During his whole
life he considered a wholesome dialogue of adults

the best education for the

listening child. This funny puzzle of whether it was 300 or 500 paces immediately
issues into something more serious. If even Peter can not recall the right number,
More decides to use his number because "if there be anything doubtful I will rather
tell a lie than make a lie, because I had rather be good than wily" This is typical, in the
middle of amusement, he always remembers giving useful lessons to the reader. To
make a realistic impression, More asks Peter to get in touch with Raphael to find out
which sea Utopia was situated in as some people would love to go there to support
their Christian faith and also enjoy such a just world. Whether this hint was personal
and aimed at one of his friends, perhaps to react to some previous debates, the truth
is, in the middle of new sensational discoveries, I wonder how many people were
made doubtful whether the island existed or not, if we consider such realistic
circumstances of the foreword. His fantasy leads his imagination to the smallest
detail and more over he builds on the truth. Just a small proportion is made up in this
foreword and the first part. All the circumstances are taken from reality, e.g. form of
the letter to a friend that really existed, details like lack of sleep etc. More also politely
wishes Peter to ask Hythloday if he did not wish to write such a book himself! He
first of all would have the right to do it. Then follows a moving passage about writer's
doubts concerning the public - some of More's bitter disappointing experience with
people is reflected here. People are either unlearned or contempt learning, they prefer
carnal pleasures and it even seems to them that such people live happier life than the
one who struggles and labours to attain education, to search better ways in life and
the truth. He analyses all possible faults opposite to open-minded reader: ale-bench
sitters with their superficial judgements, who know all, ungrateful readers criticising
every point, a reader limited and narrow-minded who only wants to hear his favourite
ideas etc. Despite all this risk of giving himself at mercy to such an audience, his
efforts to accomplish that work were so immense that he would love to publish that
book. This letter sounds very spontaneous, it is a mixture of requests, remembrances
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and moral lessons that reveals a lot of More's general attitudes, habits and in this, we
can say, it faithfully reflects the truth.
Only after this follows the Part I. Its full title sounds as follows: The First Book
of Communication

of Raphael

Hythloday

Concerning

the Best

State

of a

Commonwealth. As we mentioned, the book begins with the description of how More
got to Antwerp, felt lonely without his wife and children, met Peter Giles, man of
excellent learning and honesty whose company helped More to withstand loneliness.
Raphael was presented to him by Peter at church after the divine service. It was an
older man with a long beard who looked like a mariner. He said he had accompanied
Amerigo Vespuci on his three travels and on the last one stayed behind and explored
other countries and was especially interested in organisation of the society, laws and
habits. With a touch of irony, More declares here he is more interested in what can
bring good examples to England than accounts of wild monsters that are nothing new
to him and are easy to be found in all contemporary travel books. (U,i4)

In this

introduction More shows a good knowledge of contemporary state of discoveries and
the books of travels and his scepticism in their full credibility as well. Even putting
Raphael into one group with Amerigo Vespuci is fully realistic because his famous
descriptions of America were printed shortly after his travels just several years before
the first edition of Utopia. More openly states here that for the good of the public he
will concentrate only on the description of the island Utopia, its manners and laws
and not on any adventures on the way.
As Raphael is an invaluable source of information, an inevitable suggestion
must follow that again reflects More's own dilemma: His knowledge of various
countries, their positives and negatives makes him suitable for a counsellor of a
Prince, as Peter suggests. Raphael refuses that as something vain, the princes do not
miss him, do not long for such a counsellor and he can remain completely free. Here
More himself enters the plot and personally opposes saying that it is worth to
sacrifice personal freedom and comfort and at least try to influence the sovereign
towards honesty and virtue because from him, it can be spread among his people.
Raphael's reaction again is full of scepticism: They are not opened to wisdom, rather
to flattery, then there is also the problem of jealousy among other counsellors and,
disturbing his own peace, he would not help anybody. Raphael concludes with a very
often quoted sentence: I am not a war expert and what is more important for a king is
"how by right or by wrong to enlarge their dominion than how well and peaceably to
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rule and govern that they have already." (U, 16) We know that More himself entered
Henry V l l ľ

service only after a peaceful development seemed to be possible and so

he could perhaps see some sense in it.3° Then only he accepted his chain of office. But
he was not completely inexperienced, even previously he was a member of various
councils. Through the mouth of Raphael, he reveals much of the suffering, struggles
and challenges for his patience and consequent bitterness and disillusionment over
such folly as he described here: When they are at their wits end they say, our fathers
did the same, if they wish to prevent some wiser course. But what would be wise to
take from our fathers they neglect and forget. And Raphael concludes with More's
typical mischief: "once I met such a thing even in England!" This gives More the
chance to describe Raphael's fictional visit to England and through the eyes of a
foreigner, More can hold a mirror to his fellow countrymen. The visit begins with
dinner at Cardinal Morton.
As well as the foreword, the first part is not united but through the figure of
Raphael. Otherwise it is

a collection of various insights and comments bound

together with Raphael's narration. Revealing weak spots of English society can
motivate the reader to take the offer and compare with the better world.
Topics typical for More can be recognized here and we can suppose the painful
experience behind them.
Raphael describes Morton with admiration to Peter because More "knows him
already".31 Raphael remembers entering a dispute here with a clergyman well
educated in law whose attitudes towards it prefer the formal aspects over the sense of
justice. The hot topic of that time is obviously growth of crime in England. The main
evil, unique for England, as Raphael as a foreigner notices with disgust and just anger
which is apparent in the fervent, vehement style of the passage, is the evil of
enclosures or fencing. At that time it was more profitable for landowners to keep
sheep and drive away farmers and destroy the whole villages. With special bitterness
Raphael notices that even abbots do the same, and leaving only churches untouched,
they use them afterwards as sheep houses. The whole army of beggars is thus
Produced. Moreover, the whole economy is affected, even wool manufacturers suffer
as fewer men control the wool market and the prices rise and they can not afford to
buy this raw wool for their production. And it has other serious consequences: there
is no one to rise cattle, it is bought abroad and fattened and sold at high price by the
few lords. Basic commodities are so expensive that people must keep smaller
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households, servants are dismissed, hospitality is being limited and the whole felicity
of the island disappears.

Many social negatives follow: wasting money on useless

entertainment on the one hand, on the other stealing, inevitable for those who can
not keep pace, growth of brothels and ale-houses. This analysis of the most striking
evil of contemporary England shows how much thought More devoted to this evident
injustice. It is so penetrating that it became one of the most famous contemporary
descriptions of the situation. For example A. Maurois in his famous History

of

England quotes this description in his analysis of contemporary social situation. 32
Through the mouth of Raphael, he offers a remedy: limit the monopoly, reimburse
the victims.

There must be prevention of evil rather then execution. Otherwise,

through such obvious injustice "you make thieves and then punish them".(U,24)
Again, there appears the persuasion of More that a system can educate and improve
people or totally spoil them, his Utopian system was designed to support and promote
the growth of good in people. Generally, according to the vehemence More is writing
about this evil with, we can consider the evil of fencing to be one of the strong
motivating points for seeking a reasonable alternative and formulate his own vision.
We can say that also because in Part II many things appeared as reflection on this
situation.
During this instructive dialogue at fictional visit at cardinal Morton one of the
most famous thoughts of Part I appeared: The crime of theft does not deserve the
death penalty because "all the goods in the world are not able to countervail man's
life".

(U,25) It is supported by a remarkable piece of reasoning:even the Mosaic law

punished theft by purse not by death, moreover if the punishment is the same like for
murder, they better kill the victim and witness of the theft for their own safety
because nothing worse can happen then death penalty. This argument is an excellent
example of powerful supporting his ideas as a lawyer. And of course, through
Raphael, he mentions other nations both from history and from distant places,
usually non-existent, to offer alternative solution. Punishment could be public works
and only the attempt to escape these would mean death. Of course, a detailed system
of safety is developed: marking of the people, possibility to hire them but never to
help them etc. so that it is always more profitable for the criminal to accept the
Punishment than to try to avoid it.
All this debate is framed by the dinner party and More's power of observation
depicts some of disgusting yet typical features of social life at a big court like this. The
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ideas are appreciated by the listeners only after Cardinal admits it might work.
Foolish listeners offer other versions, light-heartily, without any deeper thought or
responsibility : "All the beggars should be sent to monasteries and begging friars to
work."(U,32) Mentioning right this reflects current mood in the society and More's
awareness of the danger for this type of religious life, many streams in the society
wishing to uproot it, he himself tried to defend them in his works showing the
inevitable side effects of such seditious thoughts not only on religious life of the
country but also its social peace.33 At the same time he realizes often scandalous state
of monastic life, he knew well how necessary it is to put order into these religious
institutions otherwise a reaction might be feared which in fact came with Henry VIII
not long after as a complete destruction of monastic life in Britain. Raphael is again
disgusted with stupidity, flattery, superficiality of the company and his scepticism to
accepting an office is strengthened, although More tries to persuade him again
quoting Plato and his ideal rule of philosophers. There is the big topic of the sense of
usefulness and profit of society from so much collected knowledge. Thus the attempt
to persuade Raphael becomes the biggest issue of part I.
Raphael gives a list of dishonest practices the counsellors offer to their kings
to enlarge their dominion: use allies and then attack even them, support a pretender
of the foreign throne who wants to overthrow the lawful king, bribe peers at other
courts, buy allies with money, break treaties as soon as they are not profitable etc.
What if Raphael stood up and said: Better do not enlarge your kingdom. What you
already have is almost too much for one person to manage. He would not be listened.
Raphael gives an example of again a non-existent country with very wise population:
Their king conquered neighbouring kingdom and saw that to keep it required
permanent military presence and he was neglecting his own people. So they said, no
one wants a mule keeper that takes care of other mules besides his masters' ones and
also you must choose only one kingdom to rule. And so he had to give the other over
to his friend. Would e.g. king of France be content with such an advice? (U,36) More
often uses the example of king of France in such a context, however, Henry VIII was
none the better. More was aware that to deal with him meant personal danger equal
to a sleepy lion which can react out of sudden if he realises his power. It probably also
made his personal dilemma about entering royal service even more difficult.
But Raphael continues the shameful list of typical strategy of the sovereigns
who speculate with the value of money, depending whether they are supposed to pay
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debts or collect taxes, who inflict taxes and fines and then sell privileges to release
them, keep people in poverty because then they have no spirit to oppose unjust rule
etc. What if Raphael said that the king should take more care of the wealth of his
people then of his own. Moreover, poor people have nothing to lose and therefore
riots can be expected and no peace. If the king is only able to maintain his authority
through tough and unjust regime, he should better give up the reign, otherwise in
stead of a king he becomes a jailer. To illustrate the opposite, a non-existent model is
provided-Macarians. For these particular examples, More always invented a new
nation, probably because Utopia was a finished complex already. For the following
example, he needed a country with some private property possible. These Macarians,
then, limit the treasure of their king to one thousand pound of gold or silver. It is
enough for defence of the country but prevents hoarding money from the subjects
and thus impoverishing people.(U,4o)
As concerns his arguments about death penalty, injustice of enclosures etc., we
can be sure More presents his own views through Raphael's mouth. A bit more
puzzling it can become if More himself opposes Raphael in the story. These are

his

own dilemmas presented from both sides. Whenever he does so, he always takes for
himself the more realistic position while Raphael presents more radical or idealistic
view. More says to Raphael in reaction to what was just said about the sense of
serving as a counsellor: To be a good counsellor, you can not come with all this.
Simply try like in the storm, not to stop the wind but at least take care of the sheep,
what you can not turn to good, try to influence not to be very bad, "For it is not
possible for all things to be well unless all men were good. Which I think will not be
yet this good many years". (U,42) Raphael opposes: because people are perverted,
does that mean that some important things can never be mentioned? If we accept
that vice causes something to seem inconvenient, we could not speak about great part
of Christian belief which, however, Christ commanded us to proclaim in the open-fit
or not. But sly preachers twist the doctrine so that evil men can still seem Christians.
Is that what Mr. More suggests? So either one can oppose which will be like saying
nothing or say the same as them and thus support their madness. (U,43)
In this point, it is even more complicated because both More and Raphael in
the story present More's attitudes. More, for example,

strongly disliked "sly

preachers". Let us remember the high moral standard and stainless reputation of the
priests of Utopia. Raphael emphasises the influence of the bad on the very one who
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wants to do good. He himself is at risk: "Moreover, a man can have no occasion to do
good, chancing into the company of them which will sooner pervert a good man than
be made good themselves" (U, 44) Raphael supports his opposition to More, the book
character with author More's own favourite parable about fools in the rain. To go out
to the rain to persuade fools to get a shelter does not help them because the effort is
likely to fail and at the same time, the wise one gets wet too and moreover, totally in
vain. More will take this position of Raphael at the moment when his modest way of
at least some good has to be given up because he will feel the threat of pressure to
take the way of the perverted. We know that at certain point he gave up his political
career and withdrew. There no longer existed possibility for him to stay pure. More
reveals his position more clearly in his letters from prison emphasising the need to
act accordingly to his own conscience. It was no excuse for him if other people, maybe
even a majority, acted in a wrong way.34
When Raphael contradicts something, he always offers a remedy. Now he
mentions Utopia to achieve a good society where such dilemmas would not be
needed, no suffering and injustice to fight against. "All things in common means
every man has abundance of everything" (U, 44) This feature is the one key to Utopia
and also favourite with the socialists. But the problem is as we show later, other
important features must not be missing: People must be good to be able to live in
such a state. Religion and growth in virtue are essential. We know that from More's
work and will see the importance of that in the shape and organization that he gave to
his island. To omit that means to seriously distort the whole vision.
What Raphael sees as major advantage of this is inevitable equality. Without
this equality neither Plato saw any sense in issuing laws and governing people. The
evils of the society like bribery, hoarding in few rich individual hands can perhaps
with some work be eased but never completely cured until this equality is established!
Otherwise giving to someone poor means taking from someone else and that always
hurts. Without this equality it is unjust that poor people bring more profit to the
commonwealth than to themselves and with the rich it is the opposite way. More
opposes his own ideal vision with realistic insight saying that personal profit is a
motivation and this way all would be slothful and negligent(!) How prophetic, if we
consider the recent socialist experiment in our country, painful experience that could
have been foreseen! Here Hythloday gives a key argument: Mr. More can not imagine
but false image of these things like equality and non existence of private property. In
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Utopia, it works (which means at non existent island, the name being given to the
island intentionally by More himself!) This is very important. If even More can not
imagine, it means no real human being can design a working model of this. We must
be aware of this scepticism of the very author himself. More in the dispute represents
the real world with his scepticism and it is remarkable that here Raphael does not
argue. So he agrees or accepts the reality of our inability to imagine something like
that faithfully. Yes, the way we can imagine the model, it would indeed finish in a
collapse because simply the right way is inconceivable! So finally More and his friend
reach agreement!
Thus the dilemma of accepting royal service becomes a red wire connecting other
thoughts together, they in a way issue from this basic question. Significantly, at this
pressing dilemma, which was his personal one and perhaps often touched also by his
friends, Raphael names reasons More himself has had on his mind for a long time.
More'sfriends might point out what profit could come out of the presence of such an
educated advisor. Then it seems that More presents the rational, sceptical, realistic
part and Raphael presents ideas that More would love to be or would try but can not
be fully sure about complete impact and through the mouth of a fictional hero he can
afford to utter them without so much responsibility if he himself opposes him in the
story. Scepticism that prevails that no one would listen to a wise counsel leads More
to better give these thoughts to the paper hoping that Part I could motivate readers
with similar attitudes.
One final question remains to be answered by More : how could Utopians be
so remarkably better if Europe has enough wit? They study harder, do not waste any
chance to progress. A shipwrecked Roman appearing at their island a thousand years
ago was a breaking moment, they learned so much and did not forget anything, while
the Europeans would soon forget that anybody came with a useful message. And so to
avoid the same mistake, the whole company agreed to listen about Utopia in the
garden after dinner. (U,46) With this ends part I.
Now we finally know which things More had on mind when he wrote Part II.
Basic evils of his contemporary society were touched, various solutions proposed. As
the purpose of this chapter is merely a balanced description of the book, we will focus
on the most frequent interpretations of the book in our analyses. However, even now
already we can begin to feel that nothing is farther from More's persuasion than
communism. On the other hand, absolutism which begins to appear at that time is
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no ideal of his either.35 He opposes that, warns about its evils and offers a realistic
way: The king has his limits—the good of people he is ruling to.3 6 We can judge about
his motivation to write-perhaps to provoke thinking about evils and ways to improve
them. Again we meet his humanistic faith that through gradual education the society
can be improved.
And the fate of this original piece of writing, Utopia? Published first in 1516,
again in 1517 and in 1518 even twice, it won its author an international reputation of a
humanist. Only in 1551 it was finally translated into English by Ralph

Robinson37

and for several hundred years has presented a puzzle to the scholars. As it is not only
a straightforward plan to be practised or only a joke without any practical impact nor
is it fully in accordance with More's own views, (sometimes he admits in the text, he
disagrees with Raphael), we must be careful in every effort to interpret the meaning
in a way faithful to the former intention of the writer. There are deep thoughts for
broader audience mixed with private jests that only the closest friends might
understand, perhaps hinting back to an event during his stay and the debates that
finally issued into writing the book. There is heavy sarcasm both on various groups in
the society or individuals More had on mind when he wrote, and at the same time,
reflection of the broadest historical events of his lifetime. We must be aware of his
personal characteristics and values, deep education behind, rich structure of the text
far surpassing the very limits of the genre he is supposed to have invented and
different historical context of his life which we may rightly expect to impact on his
work.
So far we found More to be a deeply believing man whose literary work was
strongly influenced by his faith or even wrote purposely on the point. For our
research, we can conclude from this general introduction where we tried to keep the
description of the piece balanced that also in Utopia religion indeed plays a very
important role both in explicitly expressed features of the island and implicitly in the
formation of its structure and values.
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Chapter 4

Role of religion in other early Utopias
We decided to study the impact of More's religious views on his Utopia. To see
whether religion has a special position in his thoughts and therefore his work, we
have a look at other writings of the same genre-other early modern Utopias. We are
going to examine the role of religion in other ideal societies, in order to see how much
time and thoughts the writers gave to the matter and to compare their preferences
and attitudes to More's insights on the matter.
The first early modern Utopia we are going to consider is New Atlantis by
Francis Bacon, published in 1627.We are presented a picture of a highly sophisticated
society unknown to Europeans but still in touch with European progress and well
informed. The society is presented through the eyes of sailors who, because of bad
luck, were forced to anchor there

and gradually discovered the new civilisation

themselves, or were told about it by the leading figures of the state. What strikes our
eyes first is that the world of New Atlantis is less different than More's Utopia from
our own world. There are no details about differences in family life, private
possessions, and so on. These are all presumed to be the same. New Atlantis is also
less balanced than Utopia, which develops every possible aspect of a life of a society.
Religion also seems to be very important in New Atlantis, influencing all the
greetings, the mentality of the society, and the values of the people. A story is even
worked out about how religion could get to such a remote island. But it seems Bacon's
true interest and genuine love belongs to science, with its marvels and achievements.
Science, then, is Bacon's main focus.
The story is unfinished but Bacon would probably have added more details
about progress in science rather than anything about religion. He always dealt with
religion first—in revealing the society, its rules etc. and then with the same respect
but considerably higher personal involvement and enthusiasm he developed his
account on the field of science.
The long lists of scientific achievements he provides, which show his profound
knowledge, are remarkable:
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"...We have also perspective-houses, where we make demonstrations of all
lights and radiations, and of all colours, and out of things uncoloured and
transparent, we can represent unto you all several colours, not in rain-bows, as it is in
gems and prisms, but of themselves single. We represent also all multiplications of
light, which we carry to great distance, and make so sharp as to discern small points
and lines,

also

all

colourations

of light, all delusions

and

deceits of the

shadow..."(p.181) 1

With such detail he touches not only the field of physics, but also biology,
chemistry—all natural science— with inexorable precision.
Closely connected with Bacon's respect for science is also its role in the rule of
the society. The wise rule is represented by Solomon's house - an institution where all
the wise and learned assemble and which shelters and organises all the efforts on the
field of science. This institution effectively secures the preservation of human
knowledge. There can be no useless, vain losses through wars and revolts. The desire
to avoid useless losses is something he shares with More, although in More's work it
has a broader context. 2
Solomon's house is also a leading body of religious practice. The members
perform the rituals of prayers for blessing and praise to God. Bacon does not speak
about Church at all—neither positively nor negatively. Whether this is due to fear or
lack of interest, or whether he considered it self-evident, is difficult to say. We might
perhaps put it down to the protestant tradition of respect for the Bible, the word of
God alone, without any institution needed. By uniting both religious and scientific
leadership, he also avoids the typical problem appearing at that time-the struggle of
science and faith. His book indeed faithfully reflects his own persuasion and
perception of the world. It is science which has a key role in his thought; the new
method of examining the world by experiment is his major contribution to the new
age. 3
We could conclude, then, that both writers share respect for the importance of
religion in the society and therefore that More was no exception to other Utopian
thinkers. It is not so simple, though.
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In Bacon's work we can spot respect, although some might say that he had to
submit to contemporary values. However, the consensus in his society was not so
perfect that he could not dare to omit religion completely if he wished. Furthermore,
if he secretly disagreed in his heart he could have shown it through ironical
undertones. There were no such nuances; on the contrary, by placing religion in
Solomon's house, he showed it respect. Respect is the key word. Respect and nothing
more-that is the difference between him and Thomas More. Bacon does not deal
with religious matters as deeply as More does. Let us take the question of origin of
religion in the islands. We will see in the following chapter how consistent and logical
More could be at the same time that he was also critical. Bacon offers only a
narrative, or rather a wild story without any explanations or reasoning:

"...The pillar and cross of light brake up, and cast itself abroad.... And there
was nothing left to be seen but a small ark or chest of cedar, dry and not wet at all
with water, though it swam. ... it opened of itself, and there were found in it a Book
and a Letter, both written in fine parchment, and wrapped in sin dons of linen. The
Book contained all the canonical books of the Old and New Testament, according as
you have them, ..and the Apocalypse itself, and some other books of the New
Testament which were not at that time written, were nevertheless in the Book..."4
The book was accompanied by a letter:

"...I Bartholomew, a servant of the Highest, and Apostle of Jesus Christ, was
warned by an angel that appeared to me in a vision of glory, that I should commit this
ark to the floods of the sea. ..."s

Bacon comments that „this way our land was saved from infidelity through
ark, as the remain of old world was from water." Certainly he shows good knowledge
of theology here but his main interest is somewhere else. There is a certain feeling of
superficiality in his treatment. His society has to be perfect; therefore it cannot lack
Christianity. Thus he has to invent a way to get it to New Atlantis and he does. As
soon as he provides an explanation for its arrival, he returns to his main love science. We cannot spot any impact of religion on formulating theories, making trials
or performing the other scientific activities which are the pearls of his New Atlantis.
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We have just seen that More and Bacon share a lot. Utopia and New Atlantis
are their authors' only pieces of fiction 6 and both the books reflect the values of their
authors. If we consider the aspect of religion, More remains unique in the amount of
thinking he devotes to the topic, as well as in the consistency and omnipresence of
religion in creating all other aspects of the Utopian life. The explanation seems to be
simple: each man develops most carefully what he really cares about. We have
already examined More's reputation of a believing man and now we have examined a
book written by a renowned scientist which duly reflects his preferences.

The Isle of Pines by Henry Neville, a statesman like the two previous authors,
represents another attempt to create a new society, thus giving Neville a chance to
experiment with things forbidden or unthinkable in the European context. His story,
however, is not so unrealistic. It might have happened at the time of printing the
book~i668. The book tells a story of a man and several women shipwrecked on a
lonely island. This type of story can be considered to be a predecessor of Robinson
Crusoe but, as we will see, the focus is completely different. For the author, this
context provides a possibility for dealing mainly with questions of morality in a rather
nonconformist way. The Isle of Pines is far more adventurous than Utopia, (we can
remember here More's contempt for superficial adventurous stories that interest
people rather than informing them?) and, although it also deals with some urgent
questions in the mind of the author, the dilemmas are of different nature. Also
Neville's attitude to the society is different. He does not admire the society he created,
giving rather a very realistic and sceptical description of naked people forming rules
in order to survive. Not only is the story itself much more down to earth, but also the
language is less sophisticated, a bit clumsy, and too intricate. The story has been
always viewed as shocking: polygamy, voyeurism, cross-class intercourse, and sexual
liberty mixed with colonialism are among the topics it discusses. 8 The sense of the
whole book is still debated and, as with Utopia, no consensus has been reached.

The story begins in a sort of a paradise, after all the stress of a dangerous
landing. The new inhabitants have absolutely no duties; minimum effort is needed to
provide themselves with basic food and shelter. They live in pleasure. Undisturbed by
anything harsh, they experience absolute satisfaction of all senses, including sexual
life without frustrations or limits.
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"...The truth is, they were all handsome women, when they had clothes, and
well shaped, feeding well. For we wanted no food, and living idly, and seeing us at
liberty to do our wills, without hope of ever returning home made us thus bold. One
of the first of my consorts, with whom
handsomest,

proved

presently

with

I first accompanied, the tallest and

child.

The

second

was

my

master's

daughter..."(p.i98)9

All this, however, results in this mental experiment into a praise of a very
severe law system, as it becomes gradually clear it is the only way to keep the paradise
habitable.
The first step toward a rigid society is just a list of recommendations given by
the first sailor to his numerous children. Naturally it did not suffice and problems
appeared:

"...But as it is impossible, but that in multitudes disorders will grow, the
stronger seeking to oppress the weaker, no tie of religion being strong enough to
chain up the depraved nature of mankind, even so amongst them mischief began to
rise....The source from whence those mischiefs spring, was at first, I conceive, the
neglect of hearing the Bible read...with all other means of Christian instruction,
whereby the sense of sin being quite lost in them, they fell to whoredoms, incests and
adultery...".(p.201) 10

The author distinguishes between the polygamy of the one man who wanted to
ensure a new people on the island and the mere lust of those who would do the same
without need, even using violence to get what they want. So the inevitably next step
was a civil war caused by these vices. The righteous party won and in order to restore
and maintain peace, strict rules were introduced. A very important part of the society
of course, was punishment. Its measure also speaks about values of the society: The
most serious punishment is the death penalty. Blasphemy and neglect of Bible
reading deserve that. Being burned alive was the penalty for rape, as well as for a
second commission of adultery. The rest of the offences are dealt with according to
the principle of an eye for eye.... The least serious offence is defamation of the
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Governor, who is always a first-born son in the family of the former sailor and his
favourite wife. Defamation deserved whipping and exile.

This scale tells a lot about the importance of religion in the society. Supreme
norm for the civilisation of the island is Christianity. Before the first sailor died, he
"informed his nation of the manners of Europe and charged them to remember the
Christian religion, after the manner of them that spake the same language, and to
admit no other, if hereafter any should come and find them out."11 The most
important religious and social occasion and duty was to assemble to hear monthly
reading of Scripture. Also the most important events of life of both individual and the
whole community, like marriage, baptism and burial were celebrated within the
frame of Christian ceremonies; that is, a priest was present and suitable exhortations
were held. When we compare his concept to More's, we find it far less creative.
Neville does not deal with deeper questions like origin of the religion since the
Europeans

simply bring their Christianity

with them, leaving no need

for

supernatural interference like Bacon or philosophical deductions like More. Neville
appreciates Christianity as a tool to keep order, realises its importance, views it as
indispensable and shows respect for it by giving it such an important position in the
laws of the new community. Christianity, however, seems to be merely cultural; he
recommends this religion to the children of the island because "it is after the manner
of those who spoke the same language" 12

The third book on the same topic of an ideal state is Sun State by Tommaso
Campanella, an Italian Dominican. Written one hundred years later than Utopia, it is
often compared with More's book. Sun State is one more attempt to present personal
view of reality and suggestions for improvement. No doubt Utopia was the main
source for Campanella. Our main interest now will be to compare each book's
portrayal of religion and values to see what remains specific for More.
This ideal state is a city state built on a hill, a wonder of fortification and
architecture at the same time. We learn about this state from a sailor, again in the
form of a dialogue.
The book's reputed similarity with Utopia consists rather in single details than
in the whole arrangement of the state. As in Utopia, there is an absence of private
property, for much the same reasons. Private property is viewed as the reason for
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selfishness.

Gold, as the biggest temptation for greed, is considered a public

property. Campanella also mentions the greatest evil which money brings: the
division of the society into the rich, who then live idly, and the poor who barely
manage to feed themselves. The author also stresses the duty to work. Another
similarity between the books is the high estimation of education. The whole
architecture is fitted to this purpose: the walls of the temple and houses serve as an
encyclopaedia from which young children can learn remarkably easily. As for their
values, the citizens of Sun State also despise pride as the root of all evil. The
similarities end here. These similarities are only superficial but the differences, as we
will show, are crucial and constitutive for forming the state.
Although religion and natural law are proclaimed to be the basic principles of
the state, the facts will prove that Campanella understood them in a completely
different sense. The citizens believe in one God, but they take the sun as the best icon
of the deity and so worship it. The Gospel was not proclaimed to them, yet they know
Christ and the apostles and honour them higher than other human beings. Christ's
teaching, however, has no impact on them. The decisive power in the state is
astrology, which is considered to be a science. In Campanella's description of various
constellations, we can recognize a real specialist. Since the whole society is organized
very reasonably, all important decisions follow upon consulting the position of the
stars. We can recall here More's contempt for astrology as a superstition that not only
has nothing in common with science but also offends divine Providence J3. The
society of Sun State is so obsessed with astrology that the state even dictates the best
time for conceiving a baby. The dominance of the state reaches even the most
intimate sphere. There are no families in Sun State: the leaders always choose the
most suitable partners for the task of conceiving the baby.

."..If a woman can not get pregnant with one man, they choose her another
partner, if she is barren even after, she becomes a common property of all men and
does not obtain the honour like older women-mothers, neither in the breeding
council nor in the temple nor at the table. This rule is established so that 110 woman
tried to prevent pregnancy out of love for bodily pleasure..
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The woman takes care of the baby until it turns two years old. At that point,
the child is given to the state to be educated with other children conceived in the
same sign of the zodiac. Supposedly this will ensure complete harmony in the group.
There are no permanent couples; the only restriction is that men unsuitable for
having children are only allowed to sleep with barren or pregnant women. Sharing all
property is extended to human relationships: women cannot belong to one man only.
That would be the beginning of private property again. If we consider the crucial role
family has in Utopia, this is a key difference. Campanella refers to Plato in this area
while More, despite being inspired by Plato, remains strictly monogamous.
The values of the society are completely different. Harmony with the stars is
viewed as the main source of happiness. Good physical condition and exercise are
greatly valued, hunting and war are favourite pastimes. The scale of punishments in
the society is also far more cruel: whipping, being torn by wild beasts, stoning to
death, excommunication, prohibition of sexual intercourse.
The whole concept of Sun State gives rather an impression of haphazard
features gathered together to impress the reader with rich fantasy and bizarre
descriptions. Christianity does not appear here much and certainly its role is minimal
in the very formation of the state. The text shows that the author's fascination lies in
very different areas. Surprisingly enough, his two major interests seem to be
astrology and sex.

We can see, then, how personal abilities, preferences, problems, and values
form the vision of non-existent worlds created in the minds of the writers. The
concept or religion in Utopia is unique in its depth and thoroughness, reflecting not
only the refined mind of More with his capacity of logical thinking, but also his deep
faith.
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Chapter 5

Thomas More—a renowned humanist
Humanism is generally considered to be in opposition to religion, or at least
most textbooks represent it as such.

In our work, we speak about a man who is

supposed to be an excellent representative of both and we are going to prove it. First,
we will have a look at his humanistic reputation, which is generally not doubted.
However, it can be misunderstood and his efforts misinterpreted seriously.
First of all, what is humanism and what are the features a renowned humanist
should have? According to the definition, it is a revived interest in classical Roman
and especially Greek philosophers which also influences ideals of education focused
on human, earthly matters. Humanism presents new concepts of society and forms a,
new value scale. Its most faithful mirror is supposed to be Decameron.1
How does this all apply to More?

First, let us take his origin. He was a

commoner, a member of the middle class. He pursued his political career in the
society, serving this society faithfully, perhaps too much. We have the testimony of
Roper, his son-in-law, that he spent all his strength in this service. 2 He became a
lawyer,

famous his impartiality, a member of the House of Commons, especially

renowned for his bold and outstanding request to the king to grant immunity to the
members of the parliament and to guarantee their freedom of speech. He eventually
became Ambassador and finally the first Chancellor who was a layman, "secular"and
not a noble by birth. Quite exceptional compliment to his abilities.
The next thing to consider is his attitude towards education. When we look at
More, we see a renowned scholar, a man of profound knowledge of ancient Greek and
Roman literature, as his letters show.

We must also mention his emphasis on

education even for women. He himself tried to teach his wife and above all there is
Margaret, his beloved daughter, Roper's wife, whose education and broad horizon are
apparent when we read some examples of her correspondence. She was able to quote
in Latin, she was the one whom More considered the most suitable to disclose his
deepest thoughts to and she was the one who was after asked to report all to her
stepmother, More's wife.3 Even Erasmus admired her literary talent and dedicated
one of his books to her.4 Although Margaret was probably the most excellent result of
More's educational efforts, his other children were not neglected. He himself devised
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a curriculum for them and found them a tutor, not only closely supervising his efforts
but also giving him many instructions on how to achieve the best results in educating
his family. 5
More is also a thinker, a philosopher, whose interest is focused on the society.
We can see this interest corresponds with the general mood of the time. It is the era
of original political theories with practical impact on the society. It is the era of
Erasmus, Nicola Machiavelli and others who attempted to look for an ideal model of
human society. We can see Utopia fully belongs to this context as an effort to bring
new insights and perhaps offer a mirror for reflection as well as an impulse for
improvement. Considering the impact of Utopia on the political thinking of the
following times, More was certainly not the least important of the group. He would
become immortal if only for creating the word "Utopia" which became part of our
common speech expressing something desirable but unrealistic. Whole streams of
political thinking got this label: Utopian. For example, Marxism has used the ideals
expressed in his book,such as equality, social justice, common property, as a support
and proof of historically inevitable development . 6
More had also personal qualities highly esteemed in this humanistic era. A
famous humanist and one of the biggest celebrities of the time, Erasmus of
Rotterdam, valued him highly, considering him a close friend and the most
sophisticated spirit of England of the time. Generally, More had the reputation of
being a good companion. Not only had he friends among artists like Hans Holbein,
the painter of the royal court whose portrait of More remains the best picture of
More, but also the king himself enjoyed More's company. King Henry often invited
him to dinner and showed him remarkable favour, frequently demonstrating their
friendship even in public. Even the pitiable circumstances of his death prove how
seriously his conduct and opinion were watched and how desirable his support and
consent were for the king and his conscience.
Thomas More's broad tastes and interests amazed even his contemporaries.
Erasmus left us a report about More's remarkable collection of curiosities from all
over the world and his great joy in giving his visitors guided tours of these wonders.?
More closely followed the voyages of discovery of Amerigo Vespucci and others. He
used this information in his Utopia when he situated his island in the area where
discoveries had recently been made, making the story sound quite persuasive.
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He was very smart and witty. He had the reputation of being a jester; many of
his jokes remained saved in his books or in the books of his contemporaries. This
characteristic also influenced Utopia. His power of irony was a great challenge for his
contemporaries; they could be never sure whether he was serious or not. Even at the
moment of his meeting Erasmus, when the latter complimented him saying: "You
must be More or no one," More briskly answered: "and you must be only Erasmus or
the devil himself ". His swift tongue was so feared that even the king expressed his
wish that "at his execution he shall not use many words. " 8

From all that was said above we can see he was fully a child of his era and a
leading figure at the same time. That had to be established to prevent underrating his
impact as an author of a humanistic vision or to move his impact and intentions
artificially into the future and twist him into a prophet of new world orders.
The next chapter will show he was also a profound believer. The example of
his personality shows the risks of too easy an acceptance of assumptions like the
contrariety of humanism and religion. The emphasis on his humanism alone might
lead to another type of serious misunderstanding focusing only on his care for this
world and its improvement. We will see that

Utopia is a result of both of his

commitments and will, in the next chapter try to trace his commitment to his religion.
This effort is particularly important because More's religiosity is often underrated
and dismissed as a mere manifestation of his time and culture.
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Chapter 6

Thomas More—a religious man
In the previous chapters we paid a lot of attention in a balanced way to
pertinent information about More's life, work and Utopia itself. Only in that context
were we able to evaluate correctly what role religion played in all this. This chapter is
not going to be a general overview; it is going to focus deeper on one feature only—
the religious faith and practices of Thomas More. This detailed examination will
enable us to provide a more specific presentation of what religion really meant in his
life,since we have already established that it was significant to him.
We must certainly look into More's religiosity if we want to examine this
characteristic in his Utopia. In this chapter, we will focus only on his relationship to
Christianity and bring forth some features that may clarify the intensity, depth and
personal involvement of More's religious life. Without examining his religiosity in
depth, we cannot possibly study its impact on his work. How deep, how serious was
his Christian faith and how do we identify the answers to these questions?
More's Catholicism, unlike his humanism, is often doubted, underrated, or
simply not noticed at all. The most typical example of this approach is found in
historians and philosophers of Marxism, who use his social teaching as the first step
in their hypothetical construct of the inevitable inclination of the whole world and
its history towards paradise on the Earth, which will be communism. It is only
natural that his religious views are not so popular with these thinkers and therefore
that they attempt to minimize them or explain them away.
From Plato to Marx, is a

book written by Dávidov focused on examining

political and Utopian books. The title already suggests the tendency in interpreting
various works focused on the society, its rules and development. Also Sir Thomas was
embodied into this system. Dávidov appreciates Utopia highly and calls it immortal.
Although the author proves a thorough knowledge of the facts, he suppresses or does
not speak much about the religious aspect of the book. He automatically uses the
pattern that humanism is contrary to religion, and speaks about „unveiling the dark
middle ages". 1 Absolute misinterpretation is apparent in Davidov's interpretation of
most of More's deeds. For example, although More wanted to marry a girl he loved,
finally he married her older sister, as it would have been a shame if the younger sister
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had married before the older one. While his son-in- law Roper praises this decision as
a proof of More's virtue, and therefore a quality inspired by his religious views,
Dávidov perceives it as an act of humanism. 2 Certainly it was humane but hardly
merely humanistic if we consider the key concern of humanism- happiness and life
spent fully on this Earth already. Such motivation is not sufficient for that sacrifice.
Certainly, self-denial does not belong among the typical features of Renaissance
humanism.
Another typical view supposes that More's religiosity was a matter of tradition,
of contemporary values. The opposite is true. We know from his letters and also from
Roper how unusual his conduct seemed in the eyes of his contemporaries. His severe
practices of penance were considered to be unsuitable for a man of his position. A
typical argument against his refusal to swear king's supremacy in the matters of faith
was pointing out that "so many excellent men had sworn". When Dávidov mentions
the cause of the final case against More, he diminishes the religious aspect of the
cause by saying that More „because of the religious spirit he was brought up in,
considered the separation from Rome and violating tradition harmful and unjust".3
This view seriously diminishes the personal responsibility and effort which More felt
and which compelled him to spend in searching for the truth. This is also his
argument to his daughter in his last letters. Lack of understanding on the side of his
beloved family was one of the hardest aspects of his imprisonment and he took a lot
of energy to clearly explain his position. His letters from prison can now help us
understand his position accurately. The message of the letters is clear: long study led
him to this view which he could not change. The rest of England was also brought up
as Christians and yet most of them took the oath. More did not even condemn them
because of his belief in the primacy of personal responsibility. If others did not feel
taking the oath as a betrayal then they acted in accordance with their consciences and
More could not condemn them. We know from his letters he refused to submit to the
king and swear loyalty to the new Church and the king as its head just because of his
conscience, because he realized that acting contrary to it would mean threatening the
salvation of his soul. He did not judge others but knew with all his knowledge and
education that the king usurped too much when he took the spiritual power to
himself. For More, the King's act

was an act of willfulness. He certainly did not

defend the Catholic Church or the validity of the first marriage of the King because of
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his conservatism or similar attitudes. His motivation is again predominantly
religious.4
To sum up, nothing can be farther from the truth than depriving Sir Thomas of
this aspect of his inner life. Not only do we have the support of various renowned
authors and biographers but also More himself: his life and above all his personal
letters and finally his Utopia also confirm our theory about this vital importance of
his faith for understanding his philosophy.
First of all, his biographers. Richard Marius , one of the most recent, mentions
in his essay that he is the only one who takes More's religiosity into accounts Marius
is not the only one, of course, but at least it confirms what importance he sees in
taking that aspect into account. In his Biography,

Marius writes: "Utopia is

profoundly devout and reformist. Every word is saturated with the values of the stoic
Christian faith set forth by the ancient fathers of the church.."

6

We could also

mention others ( Surtz, Wegemer, Marc'hadour) who study biblical quotations in his
work or the concept of the church in his work etc.
The best proof, however, More gives himself in his life and work. To mention
his outer practices, he spent four years of a really pious life in the monastery of a very
strict observance— Charter house, where he possibly tested his vocation for the
priesthood. During his following life he practised severe penance like wearing a hair
shirt, whipping himself or citing seven psalms, the traditional prayer of penance. We
learn from Roper about his frequent stays in his chapel which even his
contemporaries considered improper and which he easily defended in his usual
jesting fashion: "Our king can not be angry if I serve even his Master who is above
him. This can not diminish his glory." His values behind these practices are shown in
what he taught his children as a proper attitude in difficulties: "No one can get into
heaven in pillows. The servant can not live better than his Master". Together with his
usual wit, we can see a thoroughly appropriated gospel behind these lessons. This all
shows that his faith was not a matter of habit and contemporary fashion but a deeply
meditated and chosen personal decision supported by reason and fully conscious. In
his letters, he expresses fear but always his faith is the consolation to both him and
his family. He expresses his absolute trust in Christ when facing the approaching
death. He writes to his daughter:
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"..I assure you Margaret on my faith, I never have prayed God to bring me
hence nor deliver me from death, but referring all thing whole unto his only pleasure,
as to him that seeth better what is best for me than myself doth..."7

Also he left behind some famous prayers, the most famous perhaps being:
"Give me good appetite and also something to eat", or less humorous meditations at
the foot of the cross:

"(In a time of temptation,)
Think on the very lamentable pain,
Think on the piteous cross of woeful Christ,
Think on His blood beat out at every vein,
Think on His precious heart carved in twain,
Think how for thy redemption all was wroughtLet Him not lose thee, whom He so dear has bought." 8

What shows his reputation best is the fact that bishops commissioned him to
read and respond to heretical literature~an office which normally belongs to the
bishop and is one of the bishop's main responsibilities, namely, to teach and preserve
pure faith and strengthen and encourage his flock.9 To sum up, More left the
impression of a very pious man in the minds of his contemporaries.
But beyond his life there is the testimony of his death. His struggle with Henry
VIII was based on his conscience, as he felt his soul was at the peril of eternal
damnation if he decided otherwise. He fulfilled the definition of martyrdom~a thing
valued highly ever since the oldest times of Christianity-when he died for his
persuasion. Certainly it was not in the king's interest to have him executed; on the
contrary, his agreement was tremendously important in the matter of king's second
marriage because of his reputation of a wise and honest man. More's last letters give
a detailed account of the whole cause and emphasise this problem of his conscience
He was troubled that it was necessary to be disobedient to the king because of higher
principles.
After the chapters about his life where in proportion to all aspects and events,
we also inevitably had to touch his religiousness as an integral part of it, and the
chapter about his works where we could also see the relatively big amount of religious
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or with the needs of religion motivated works, I wanted to focus entirely on More's
faith in this chapter, showing possible and frequent misinterpretations of his
motivations, in order to prove how crucial religion is for understanding More.
Omitting that inevitably leads to imperfect interpretations. We must take into
account this omnipresent dimension of More's person even during the reading of
Utopia, which is an integral part of his works and fully consistent with his values.
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Everyman's Library,

Chapter 7

Analysis of the Utopian religion
We have already proved More's deep religiosity and also his reputation as a
humanist. Now we are going to see how these two influence each other in Utopia.
We are studying his renowned humanistic vision of Utopia in terms of

religious

views and concepts of the people, a dimension that More was convinced was of
profound importance. How would ideal people live their religion? Would More's deep
Christian identity show itself somehow through the vision?
The first important aspect is undoubtedly the fact itself that More considered
the topic to be of utmost importance. He gives that aspect quite a large proportion of
his work compared to other topics Also he gives religion the most important position
within his Utopia

at the end of the book. As R.Marius remarks:"This was in accord

with the style of contemporary declamations in which the most important points were
always reserved for last..." 1 . He clearly devotes a lot of thinking to the topic (we can
feel that the topic required some previous reflection and then, mature enough, it all
burst into the vision), which is evident if we consider the care with which he deals
with individual features of Utopian religion, reasoning without any fallacy about the
object of their worship, ways of the worship, its status within the society, and so on.
His presentation of religion is not a random idea; it is well rooted in his knowledge of
theology and thoroughly integrated into the description of the island society.
Here we must not forget what we found out in the previous chapter dealing
with other early Utopias, where the writers also admitted the importance of religion,
perhaps because they observed it as such in the society. These other writers, however,
did not show such deep insight grounded in thorough analytical approach, nor did
they did give any explanations, any analysis of religion's origin and present state.
Neville imports Christianity from the old continent and Bacon gives rather a wild
story, somewhat picturesque but not very philosophical. Campanella neglects the
question altogether with only random hints that sometimes contradict one another.
The logical approach and consistency of Thomas More's thought experiment remain
unique.
Throughout the text, we will often see clear connections with contemporary
problems in religious life, issues that also appear in the works of major contemporary
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theologians of Protestantism: tolerance, freedom of Bible interpretation, religious
authority. However, there are other features in reformation teaching which are not
mentioned or are even contradicted, e.g. , denial of reason. 2 To simply equate the
critique of the reformation with the critique More presents in his Utopia would be
superficial. Moreover

More, with his concern about some of the above mentioned

issues, rather proves the impact of his religious views because it is clearly connected
with the efforts within the Church at that time where we can also perceive a very
strong concern about these painful issues. E.Surtz emphasises a key fact about the
timing of the writing of Utopia and the choice of topics. The Fifth Council of Lateran
was drawing the attention of the Christian world and More himself to such problems
and attempting to deal with them.3 A good example of the influence of the Council on
More's writing is that one of the key beliefs of the Utopians~the immortality of the
s o u l - was also one of the hot topics of the Council. More's reflection is obvious.
Along with other contentious issues of the time, he also incorporated this issue into
his vision saying, look, these ideal people see the immortality of the soul as inevitable,
logically necessary and they are well aware of the devastating consequence of
rejecting this truth. In this sense, his book mirrors the contemporary society with its
struggles and problems on the field of faith.
The basic concept of the whole Utopian theology goes like this:

"...that the soul is immortal, and by the bountiful goodness of God ordained to
felicity. That to our virtues and good deeds rewards be appointed after this life,and to
our evil deeds punishments.." 4

But the way to such a sophisticated concept cannot be so easy, especially, as we
will comment later, without the Utopians having received any of God's revelation so
far. More is aware of that and gives us an account of the development of their
religious views. Let us begin with the concept of polytheism at the beginning of the
Utopian history. Their polytheism is a mixture of all possible pagan cults as we know
them from our history too. Some worship the sun, others the moon, others dead men
outstanding for their great deeds. But the wisest reject these cults and worship the
highest God. More describes the natural progress to the better state, which is in
accordance with their basic feature: growth in learning and virtue. Even those who
still believe in many gods, accept this idea of one highest deity. Their concept of the
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highest God is familiar to Christians: „unknown, everlasting, incomprehensible,
inexplicable, far above the capacity and reach of man's wit...To him alone they
attribute the beginnings, the increasings, the proceedings, the changes, and the ends
of all things'^, more or less qualities that both Jews and Christians attribute to God.
There is no notion of Trinity-the concept so essential for Christianity. Is that a
problem? No! His brilliant brain could not conceive a different idea of the former
religion in this point of Trinity-religion of people who did not know Christianity as
revealed religion. Following St.Thomas, other scholars, and the general faith of
European Christians at that time, More knew well there are some truths which a
honest and open mind can discover itself from nature and its beauties just with the
natural light of reason. This is a traditional concept found in St.Paul and developed
by St.Thomas and other theologians. 6 , Other truths, according to the New Testament,
can be disclosed only through revelation, namely, supernatural truths of faith. Here,
also the concept of Trinity belongs. Obviously, these the Utopians must have missed,
as the words "above the capacity, unknown, incomprehensible" suggest. More himself
refers to this approach using the phrase "higher revelation" when, for example, he
deals, with the sense of virtue and pleasure and suffering. He states the principle in
his own words: "They believe that by man's reason no opinion can be found truer
than this, unless any godlier be inspired into man from heaven."7
Wonderful people with pure hearts like Utopians, however, must have readily
accepted the revealed truths as soon as they got their chance as the opposite would be
a sign of spoiled and stubborn nature, which they had certainly not. To describe their
attitude, More uses the phrase "with glad mind". They are able to appreciate the
greatness of the gift of faith, which More himself esteemed the highest thing in his
life. He was not very satisfied with the attitude of people around him towards their
faith. He wondered why so many people neglect their relationship to God. In his
other writings he often encouraged people to kindle the flame of love of God in their
hearts. He even wrote a poem—a result of his meditations under the cross—which
should help reader who is cold and unmoved to attain the attitude of gratitude to
Christ and to reach a genuine decision to improve his life and devotion to God. (see
prev. Chapter) The word „gladly", then, suggests his opinion on the pitiable state of
his society, where losing faith, or indifference under a superficial Christian coat, were
so frequent. Through his Utopia, even on this point, he tried to pose a mirror to his
society in the hope that someone might be touched.
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What bitterness we can see in his heart, what pain.

As we have already

mentioned, all these serious issues of the time troubled him. He had to deal with
them; therefore, they also found their way into his Utopia.
More calls the Most High "Mithra" which suggests more the qualities of the
God of light. Although the word is of eastern (from Christian perspective, a pagan)
origin, 8 it is not intended as the contradiction to the truth of Christianity. The
description of Mithra's qualities confirm this judgement.
Old gods are excelled by reason, but some people are superstitious and afraid
of possible revenge from the abandoned gods. Every piece of bad luck they
understand in this light. More often ridicules superstition as it has always been a
common, although undesirable, thing in Christendom as well.

Let us see More's

hidden sarcasm: "Whatsoever unprosperous thing happened to them..they take..as
though the god whose honour they were forsaking would revenge that wicked
purpose against him." (U, 107) The root of all superstition, irrational fear, or hidden
efforts to manipulate one's own future through some obscure means, he viewed as
contradictory to genuine faith. The same irony he uses against astrology which, as a
foolish thing, is completely neglected in Utopia but which, surprisingly enough,
flourishes among Christians. His first translator into English, Robinson, greatly
enjoys More's remark because it hits the target. We know the renaissance brought a
new popularity of these matters because many sources of information on this field
were suddenly available from ancient sources due to the increased interest in old
Roman and Greek culture and literature. Although strictly forbidden in Old
Testament, it was a common element of people's mentality.9
In virtuous, good-willed and reasonable Utopia, however, Christianity was
accepted readily. This gradual process of development toward a higher and more
adequate notion of the one God illustrates the virtuous environment More created on
his island. Utopians were open to the truth, not only in matters of religion, and never
wasted any progress achieved. As for the remarkably successful process

of

conversion, More remarks: "..whether by a secret inspiration of God or because it was
nearest to their opinion..." (U, 108) If we are seeking the possible impact of religion
on forming the society of Utopia, More's comment is key. Christianity is proclaimed
by the author to be the nearest to islanders' views.
What made it particularly attractive and persuasive for most Utopians was the
feature of common property in the "most righteous houses".We have already noticed
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that the Utopians

valued common property highly and prevented the growth of

personal riches, which they considered to be the root of all mischief. What bitterness,
what pain can we sense in this remark. More was well aware that the same common
property would be a persuasive message for people in England too. Unfortunately,
not all the monasteries realized their responsibility. That position enabled More to
point out the need for the good example of these monastic communities. Although all
religious houses should show such radiant virtue, they did not. In Book I (U, 22)
More criticises the practice of fencing, which had even abbots turning churches into
sheepfolds and made poor people leave these lands, with no resort but theft and
beggary. More was obviously very concerned about the public nuisance such religious
caused with their bad example. Hence the emphasis.
He realizes the bad influence of unfaithful practices on the belief of other
people. Good example of a monastic community, on the contrary, shines virtue and
the resemblance of both Utopia and a good monastery is the highest possible tribute
to monasticism. The similarity between a monastic community and Utopian society is
also key to understanding the whole build up of the island (see the next chapter). 10
The matter of priesthood is obviously one that needs to be examined. The
earliest religion of Utopians of course had this institution. The nature of priesthood
was a debated issue in More's times. Hence his emphasis and dominant features
which reflect the often pitiable state of reality. A bit of sarcasm is present in Utopia:
"Their priests are of exceeding holiness and therefore few..."(U, 113). Their role in the
society is to teach and to be a model. Therefore they must be checked in their conduct
by the magistrates. They are elected, which More views positively because of its
impact on the quality of the candidates.
It is painful to see how often he emphasises the careful choice of the priests. In
Book I, through the mouth of Raphael, he somewhat suggests what sad contemporary
realities he had in mind when depicting this ideal state of priesthood:

"...But preachers, sly and wily men, ...because they saw men evil willing to
frame their manners to Christ's rule, they have wrested and wried his doctrine, and
like a rule of lead have applied it to men's manners, that by some means, at the least
way, they might agree together. Whereby I cannot see what good they have done, but
that men may more securely be evil..."(U, 43)
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On the other hand, More perceives the danger entailed in the control of secular
power over the spiritual one. So in Utopia it is strictly forbidden for the magistrates
and all official representatives of the state to punish the priests, as they are
consecrated to God. The priests are generally respected and honoured not only for
their respectable way of life but also for the important role they play in appeasing
conflicts, avoiding useless fights and preventing bloodshed. They pray during battles;
their very presence brings peace. This is indeed a moving picture of truly holy
servants in their solemn office. More truly had a high notion of priesthood.

Religious motives are generally highly esteemed by the islanders. Even things
like strict way of life and sexual abstinence would be mocked if the people who chose
them said their decision was grounded upon reason. The islanders saw no reasonable
motivation to inflict such voluntary hardship upon themselves. But as these "friars"
grounded their choice on religious reasons, people esteemed them highly and
considered them not much wise but holy indeed.
More's courage and absolute freedom from stereotyping together with his
principles and his desire to find root causes is also apparent in his introducing the
idea of women priests. Remember the space he created for his mental experiment
when he created an unspoiled pre-Christian society. Priesthood for women often
causes excitement among those authors who wish to see him as a rebel and innovator.
However, to see it in such perspective would twist the meaning of the passage as preChristian priesthood is of a different nature than the Christian one and non-Christian
priestesses existed in history too, which he knew. We cannot infer therefore that he
fought for ordination of women in the Church. Priesthood in the Church is imitating
the priesthood of Christ who was a man. More speaks here about pre-Christian
society. It would be even strange if there were not women priests, since the role of
women in Utopia was quite significant. Introducing this new role of women, he could
further develop this unusual thought. However innovative some of his ideas might
be, he states women should obey men. He probably found that reasonable, if we
consider his experience—he was married twice and turned out to be generally
respected for being a good and patient husband. Some of his insights have been
preserved in his immortal jokes. Simply, certain scepticism concerning women was
always present, probably resulting from his experience and therefore not a matter of
prejudice. We must remember that scepticism does not mean contempt. After all, he
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was sceptical about men, his contemporaries, too, as the message of the whole book
of Utopia shows. More stated the conditions for a good woman priest: she mustn't be
married (which men could be) and should be old enough, perhaps to prevent possible
instability or temptations. We can recall a similar thought at St.Paul where he states
that only older women can become members of the religious communities, but the
younger ones had better get married. 11 In the next chapter, where we focus on
analysing the society, we will show that these limits definitely do not mean any lack of
respect for women generally.
Naturally the Utopians lacked sacraments, which only priests can minister. But
where to obtain priests The only possible way is through ordination by a bishop.
Therefore they decided to send some people to Europe to obtain ordination, but what
till they return? More lets them think of choosing one from their midst as priest,
which provokes a big debate on the island . A bit out of the ordinary, More says, they
had not decided before Raphael's leaving them. The matter remained opened. In the
whole text, this remark is unique. Why? Because More himself was at a loss? Marius
has another suggestion: perhaps it could be a reference to an unfinished debate that
took place somewhere at the time of writing Utopia, perhaps between More and
Erasmus. Erasmus, who did not value his priesthood much, might have defended the
less orthodox view and More in his book made this episode immortal. Considering
the slight irony and a strong undertone of the remark, it sounds quite like More . He
could dare such an ambiguous comment

because priesthood had not yet become

such a hot and highly practical issue in contemporary society. After Luther's
presentation in Germany he would not probably dare to put it into the story because
of the risk of misinterpretation of the text. 12 Priesthood without ordination , or rather
the office of a preacher as we can not speak of priesthood in such case- without
bringing any sacrifice, will soon become a very important matter of the newly born
protestantism. Yet, in a way, More already points out the grave importance of the
matter too. His Utopians understand the necessity of sacraments for full religious life
and the need for priests to administer them.
A large part of the chapter is devoted to the matter of religious tolerance.
Although his view sounds rather modern to us, it also contains the medieval concern
for protecting people from hearing heresy, thus saving their souls from corruption
and eternal death. In More's time various opinions appeared, some of them rather
violent. More apparently appreciates the Gamaliel's advice.^ When facing a new
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heresy, no gains in the field of religion can be permanent when violence is the tool.
What is important is that people must have the chance to hear the truth hidden
among nonsense; only then it can find its way to them. All ideas must have equal
chance. How did More imagine that equal chance? „Truth of its own power would
come to light". There should be no threats nor violence in persuading people to accept
an idea or belief. In Utopia, it was a crime to raise dissensions among people. The
conditions for religious coexistence are strictly delineated:

"...It should be lawful for every man to favour and follow what religion he
would, and that he might do the best he could to bring other to his opinion, so that he
did it peaceably, gently, quietly, and soberly, without hasty and contentious rebuking
and inveighing against other. If he could not by fair and gentle speech induce them
unto his opinion, yet he should use no kind of violence, and refrain from unpleasant
and seditious words. To him that would vehemently and recently in this cause strive
and contend was decreed banishment or bondage..."(U109)

The first reason for such legislation was to protect peace. When More describes
the roots of such a law, he emphasises the painful lesson learned from Utopian
history. Religious struggles weakened the society and enabled the first king Utopus to
gain control over the island. Not to repeat the same mistake in future, it was Utopus
himself who established this law to maintain peace. However, tolerance is also meant
to protect the truth. As More with Raphael says, "The worst men are the most
obstinate, the holiest religion would be trodden underfoot-choked by weeds". "Evil
opinions are often most constant." He was aware that in a seditious environment the
truth was not likely to prevail because he noticed people were often persuaded by the
one who was noisier or who used demagoguery. Only creating a fair environment
granted the truth victory through the strength and beauty of its inner logic and
consistency. However, people must at least be able to hear it. We can see that he
distinguished here between two levels of tolerance. Limits were placed on

the

manner of preaching the religion rather than on the contents of it. Freedom and
choice of belief were allowed.
There were, however, other limitations to such tolerance. These restrictions
are found about some basic views which have a very serious impact on everyday
human life, about matters in which extreme diversity might spoil the order of the
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society and damage the peaceful background requisite for the growth of reasonable
ideas and moral values. Significant divergence on crucial assumptions might well
corrupt the very roots of the society, thus destroying the basic principles upon which
the society was founded. So in Utopia it was strictly forbidden „to conceive so vile and
base an opinion of the dignity of man's nature as to think that the souls do die and
perish with the body, or that the world runneth at all adventures, governed by no
divine providence." Holding the first opinion-that human beings are merely mortallessened human dignity , diminishing it to the level of animals. More calls this noble
conception of the human soul „high nature"; it includes all that distinguishes people
from animals, such as free will and the power of reason. He knew the biblical
descriptions of "high nature": the idea of being created in the image of God found in
Genesis shows this outstanding difference in brief. As the Utopians believed in
immortality and therefore also in reward and punishment after this life, they also
perceived the danger of denying this belief. What could keep people from breaking
the laws of their country, if they fear nothing more than the law and "hope nothing
more than of this body."? Such people esteem no rules and therefore are considered
dangerous and are "deprived of all honours, excluded from all offices, and rejected
from all common administrations in the weal-public." However, these people are not
punished nor threatened because it would lead to falsehood, which Utopians detest.
As rejection of this belief is a serious matter, those who deny it are strictly forbidden
to discuss the matter with ordinary people but at the same time are led and exhorted
to discuss it with educated people "hoping that at the last that madness will give place
to reason." As we can see, More fought for tolerance very strongly and yet gave it
some reasonable limits, thus preventing self-destruction of the society. Also it is
important to point out that all his care for peace and finding the truth strictly
distinguished his tolerance from indifference. On the contrary, the whole system
shows painstaking concern for the final victory of the truth.
Peace maintenance and preserving human society from absolute anarchy
remain the basic principles guiding More's response to a similar situation that
develops after Luther's rise in Germany. More opposes the new teaching, calls for
means of state power to stop it and with great care reveals what he perceives as its
logical fallacies as well as the possible risks of riot and uprising in society caused both
by the teaching itself and the "seditious" way it is presented, so that it sounds
attractive without people calmly analysing it.1«
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R. Marius notices here one remarkable thing in reaction to alleged tension
between the tolerance proclaimed in Utopia and More's own strict conduct against
heresy. The root of tolerance for More is the uncertainty of Utopians or rather their
awareness that there might come some higher revelation, which eventually does come
in Christianity. Therefore they must stay open and be able to distinguish it from other
opinions. If the Utopian society did not work this way, the people would reject
Raphael and his fellow Christians too. More could dare to establish such a tolerance
because of the islanders permanent inclination to good, which cannot be said about
the real people of this w o r l d s

Having commented on the immortality of the soul, we should also describe
eternal life as it is presented in Utopia. First of all, Utopians do not suppress thoughts
about their dead nor about death in general. (U, 111) They embrace the fact. How do
they imagine eternal life. The basic concept they employ is justice. Everybody is
rewarded or punished for what he or she did or omitted. The main feature of eternal
life after death is absolute felicity, their primary value, in the presence of a good God.
However, as absolute felicity is not compatible with any boundaries and limits, they
believe at the same time their dead can be present among them. This thought has a
very educational impact on the living, who are aware of their deceased ones' presence
and, under their supervision, try to be as virtuous as possible. Not only does such an
understanding strengthen their decision for virtue but also they believe it is the best
honour to the dead themselves. Naturally, they can not see their dead but they
humbly attribute that to the imperfection of their eyes. This attitude has a strong
element of irony in it, as More was well aware how often the opposite—the more selfcentred and arrogant attitude-is found among people. Briefly it could be described
as :"What I can not see, does not exist." He considers this a very vulgar attitude not
befitting the high nature of human soul. More emphasises and praises the
humbleness of Utopians because it has its roots in the truth. They admit that the
eternal world far surpasses human imagination and human abilities limited by mortal
flesh.
Utopians attach great importance to the very moment of death. First of all, it is
never a taboo to speak about it. There are no attempts to hide death. On the contrary,
if someone dies a merry, happy death, they speak about it for a long time because,
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again, it motivates virtuous decisions of the living ones to reach the point of death as
merrily and peacefully. Why do they attach such an importance to the moment?
First, they believe it would be offensive towards God not to hurry gladly into
his opened arms. This is how they view death! This is also how many Christians do
not, although they should if they really believe their faith. More realized this
inconsistency existing in his time and, in fact, still so prevalent, and, using the
moving expression of "opened arms of good God" pointed out something key for
Christian notion of death. The way the Utopians die, however, bears one more
significance. Those who die unwillingly, with sorrow and as if they foresaw eternal
punishment instead of felicity, are believed to aim to such sadness. Indeed, the way
they die reflects their future lot. The Utopians cannot see any other explanation for
why anybody should die in this way. Such people are quietly buried and greatly
mourned because such death means a tragedy. To die in this way means that the
person has not reached the final aim of existence-eternal felicity.
The moment of death is a crucial point for Christians too, although in a bit
different sense. More considered it a point decisive in choosing one's eternal lot: a
moment of final, irreversible decision in the moment of facing God and one's own
past life. In his conception, one can either refuse life in God's presence and therefore
go where God is not, or one can humbly and frankly admit one's failures and choose
to remain with him. The consequence of each decision is clear.
With these beliefs about life and death, More, later in prison awaiting his
death, fought hard not to despair, to keep his good hope. In the books he wrote in
prison (see Chapter 2) his struggle to preserve this hope is reflected. He believed he
tried to do his best, however imperfect all human deeds are, and now God would
accept him with open arms. To despair, he believed, would mean to no longer believe
his God and he feared the loss of faith most of all. Trust was the key word for his own
struggle and the records of his execution are full of jests and merry indeed.
At this point, we should also mention suicide. Surprisingly enough, in sharp
contradiction to Christian doctrine, More allows suicide at his happy island. Suicide
is, however, subject to very strict rules. It is allowed or recommended only after
thorough study of the matter by the priest and the magistrate. Their agreement can
be obtained only in hopeless cases. Then accepting death merrily is taken as a model,
and the suicide is considered a virtuous death. It is celebrated with the usual burial
ceremony and with joy over a happy end of someone's life. Otherwise, suicide is
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viewed as something deplorable and wilful, something that offends God because life
is his precious gift. This attitude sounds familiar to a Christian. What about that
official possibility? If we leave aside all concern about possible misuse of legal suicide
and concentrate merely on the very act, More could not conceive of any argument
based on common sense alone that would prevent him from allowing legal suicide on
his island. What makes suicide unacceptable is the understanding of suffering
connected with Christ's voluntary acceptance of suffering in order to redeem
humankind. Therefore everybody should accept his or her own suffering and follow
Christ's example. However, this is "higher revelation" as More calls it and his
Utopians had not obtained that yet.

More's concern for the contemporary situation and his constant desire to
provoke people to think issues in a series of remarks on the former Utopian religion.
Within these fragments lay parallels to the ecclesiastical situation of his time. Close
study of these comments indicate what an astute observer More was and how
engaged he was in such matters. He uses the space created by the clever device of the
description of the state of people of unspoiled nature before the arrival of Christianity
to point out things which should be naturally evident to his contemporaries.
Among other comments in Utopia More left us some features of the religious
ceremonies. The most important condition for taking part in them is domestic peace
and end of quarrels. He mentions prostration and confession to the superior, e.g. the
husband in the family, as a sign of repentance and good will. This need for
reconciliation may seem a bit exaggerated if we imagine a family on Sunday morning
where, before leaving for church, the children and wife lay on the floor confessing
their misdeeds and begging for pardon. The picture is so provoking because More
needs to point out the other extreme-total absence of this attitude although it is
commanded by Christ himself. The absence of this repentance can threaten or
damage the very basis of human relationship, especially in the family where some
tension can always appear. More, so concerned about forming a happy family
himself, was a keen observer and thinker on the subject. Besides restoring peace in
the family, such custom helps the formation of virtue, which is the basic concern
reflected in various mechanisms of his ideal society. This regulation is clearly an echo
of the Biblical words "Leave your offering before the altar and go and be reconciled
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with your brother". 16 More's own religious experience is also reflected in the concept
of prostration, something which he would have done in the Charter house.
Prostration, an important practice in religious orders, means both a form of prayer
and a spiritual attitude of absolute humility and entrusting oneself to God and to the
community. During the ceremony of profession of vows, it is a symbol of obedience.
The Utopian services contain common features of spiritual life: scent, candles,
music, gestures of devotion, prayers. All are meant to support prayerful mind. A
special lover of music himself, More gives a detailed description of all the possible
emotions that their sweet music produced in the minds of the listeners in absolute
accordance with the liturgical intention. Such accordance and harmony in liturgy is
not self-evident, on the contrary, rather a result of some effort. More himself paid this
point a lot of attention in his life and as a responsible authority took care that it could
be achieved in the church he attended with his family. All disturbing elements had to
be excluded. He even had a man whipped for repeated disturbing

people during

prayer.
For Utopians all this service and ceremony is meant as the only sacrifice,
which is the offering their own pure hearts to God. They do not kill any animals to
appease God because they do not believe it would please Him who is so merciful.
Their prayers are fervent, often expressing their highest desire-longing for
death to come soon (remember their aim was eternal felicity!). There are also frank
prayers for blessing and prayers containing a genuine desire to follow God fully or
asking that God may reveal what is missing for their perfection. Their humility, desire
to please God, openness to his ways, and firm faith are best apparent in this latter
part of their prayer: They ask God to let them know the best way he wishes to be
worshipped and, if it is the Utopian way, then they ask for steadfastness , thank God
for their ideal society and then pray that, if God also thinks it best, he may spread this
manner of religion to all people. If, on the contrary, diversity of religions is his
pleasure, then may they all be preserved. This openness of prayer is wholly
intentional and is a beautiful expression of humility. This is a further lesson that
More tries to teach his contemporaries; it appears also in his other books. If, More
says in his Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation, we really believe God is allknowing, it is better to leave the specific details to Him who knows best. With his
typical irony, he adds it would be the worst punishment inflicted by God if He simply
fulfilled all people's foolish desires.1?
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Utopians have their holy days, a practice also familiar to us. One thing here is
striking, though. Only once a month do they have two days of religious services. This
practice could again seem to be in accordance with M.Luther, an agreement often
sought by various authors. For M.Luther storms against the celebration of so many
feast days that people cannot work. 18
More's ceremony means a big day off. There are no details about family
spiritual practices, although we saw that many things were provided by families
themselves. Perhaps a common prayer was held, led by the father. More is simply
silent in this point but his own life shows his persuasion. To keep a virtuous mind and
a constant attitude of devotion to God, he considered it necessary to pray daily. He
valued the Eucharist highly and even had his own private chapel, which he used to
such an extent that it provoked the amazement

or embarrassment

of his

contemporaries. Moreover, that the seventh day is holy, reserved for God and for
service to Him, is a matter of revelation. Therefore we cannot simply infer that More
wrote about these monthly assemblies because he thought having every Sunday free
was a waste of time and that two big assemblies a month were enough. Rather, he was
describing a religion developed by a society unfamiliar with the Bible. Thus we cannot
even expect them to have a Sunday or seventh day for this practice comes with Torah
revelation, or the Old Testament. Finally, these Utopian ceremonies are completely
incomparable with Christian Eucharist. They are of different nature and lack the
sacramental character of the Eucharist.

The attitude of tolerance, first introduced by Utopus for reasons we have
mentioned above, was also reflected in the concept of ecumenism. In public churches,
generally acceptable forms of services were celebrated out of respect for reasonable,
not limitless, diversities coming out of their

persuasion that no one can claim one's

truth is absolute (see their attitude in prayer). This conviction is in accordance with
the inevitable existence of a number of beliefs through which people struggled to find
the truth, as we described above, waiting for the higher revelation coming with
Christianity.
Besides high concepts and deep thoughts More always adds some curious,
lovely or provoking details. The churches should be dim, for this contributes to better
concentration.

At church, children are not allowed to sit together "lest they spent

their time vainly"(U, 117) • Even adult people sit in a certain order so that they may be
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supervised by the oldest member of the family. We can easily imagine what led him to
issuing such a rule. There are immortal numerous bad habits like whispering and
gossiping during the service. He himself was very careful about proper conduct at
worship because he was aware of the presence of God. This great respect he
attributed also to his Utopians who in fact did not need the surveillance so much at
all. He expressed their attitude of respect very clearly:

"...They fall down incontinent everyone reverently to the ground, with so still
silence on every part, that the very fashion of the thing striketh into them a certain
fear of God, as though he were there personally present. When they have lain a little
space on the ground, the priest giveth them a sign for to rise..."(U, 118)

More's rich fantasy together with powerful logical thinking and great concern
for contemporary problems helped him to create a rich and deep and inspiring
analysis of the religion of that non-existent country as a mirror for his times, using
the space provided by the idea of an ideal island so that he could reveal his insights
on the matter. The length of the chapter, the care with which it is worked out, as well
as the attitude of praise that the author takes towards the religious practices of the
islanders show us the importance he himself attributed to this feature of the life on
his ideal island and to the importance of it for the reader. Their religious life is an
indispensable aspect of Utopia that completes the account of all the positives and
marvels of Utopia.
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Chapter 8

Analysis of the impact of More's religious attitudes on
forming the society of Utopia
Unlike religion or values of the Utopians, the topic of their society and its
organization is the one most often noticed, highly valued and eagerly commented
upon in Utopian literature. This aspect and its originality

also makes it very

attractive for various philosophers and politicians. Our task is to examine the basic
interpretations of the Utopian state, ponder whether they are faithful to More's
intention or rather projections of the interpreters, and, finally, to determine whether
More's religiosity influenced his development of Utopian society.
The most important feature of the society is the total absence of private
property, sometimes called „communism". This lack of private property goes to such
an extend that people do not know money, obtain all they need from public stores,
can attend public dinners, exchange their similar houses every ten years, do not lock
the door, and so on.

All these features led socialist thinkers from the nineteenth century on to
rejoice over a prophecy, necessarily misunderstood at the time of its origin, that had
to wait for 300 years before it could be practised in reality. So Utopia gained its place
among reputed classics of socialism, however questionable More's joy might have
been over such an honour. Propaganda in this region during previous decades made
this particular interpretation of More's thought the prevalent one.

The classical

proponent of this view is K.Kautsky, who states:

"...He is a genius who divines the problems of his age before the material
conditions exist for their solution..."
"...It is a tragedy of a character who feels obliged to champion the rights of the
oppressed against the arrogance of the ruling classes..."
"...As yet there was no class to champion Socialism..." 1
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The word "before" in the first sentence suggest the belief of Kautsky in
progress. Only gradually does humankind come to this concept of paradise on Earth.
While Kautsky makes More into a forward looking thinker and suggests that
Socialism finally appeared as the only power to fulfil More's vision, there are other
authors who point out a certain immortality in such human dreams of an ideal society
of equal people. This desire was shared by the most renowned philosophers of ancient
Greece and by Christian authors as well. More's vision, then, is not a matter of time.
He did not foretell anything, he rather analysed the present and drew from the past.
His vision is grounded on his philosophical education. John C. Olin in his book
Erasmus, Utopia and the Jesuits reminds us of the importance of being aware of this.
Olin refuses to seek "modern political undertones"

2

in Utopia and instead

emphasises that More looks back for his ideal,3 seeking harmony between the
classical heritage and Christianity. Olin shows Utopia's close relation to Erasmus's
Adages, which is a book of commented brief proverbs. One in particular seems to be
appealing to More: "Friends have all things in common". Olin calls Utopia "a
dramatic commentary on it". This revised edition of Adages appeared in 1515. More
certainly knew it and not only this but also the classical sources of Erasmus. Plato in
Book V o f Laws considers sharing all things the best guarantee for

a happy

commonwealth, a society without the word "mine". Erasmus in his comment pointed
out how gladly Christians should listen to this pagan philosopher. Also Pythagoras is
supposed to have founded a community which practised this principle; he might be
even the author of the very proverb.
If Erasmus saw and emphasised the similarity between classical philosophers
and Christian doctrine, we must immediately quote More who seems to wish to echo
this Erasmus' attitude. Thus the author of Utopia himself gives us the clue to read his
vision. In the conclusion of his book, he, through the mouth of Raphael, reveals the
main source of his inspiration:

"...The authority of our saviour Christ (which for his great wisdom could not
but know what were best and for his inestimable goodness could not but counsel to
that which he knew to be best)..." (U, 122)

Obedience to this authority would make people establish a society similar to
Utopia if it were not for pride and wealth. More shows in Book I how property and
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the mere existence of money bring with them the possibility of great injustice. They
enable some people to live idly and therefore to turn to perverted pleasures. It can be
found in his analysis of the pitiable state of the country after the introduction of
enclosures or fencing. A few individuals were able to hoard large sums of money,
which only led them to waste material goods and to seek more and more refined
pleasures. This situation, More believed, was connected with the growth of brothels
and alehouses. At the same time, many people lost their land. This caused abject
poverty, since there were fewer employment opportunities, which in turn led to loss
of human dignity and rise in crime. Thus both sides of the society lose a healthy life
style, simple human happiness and also a disposition to virtuous life; some out of
want, others out of abundance. This phenomenon is the motivation for excluding
property from the society. Without it, the rich have to work and the poor have a
chance to work and thus earn their living while now both these groups live uselessly
and idly only due to the riches in few hands. The primary call for "communism" does
not then come from a thirst for revenge or justice but rather from a desire to prevent
those injuries.
Justice in society is always important for More. But why is it important? The
heart of the matter is the "felicity"of the individual. More does not pity only the poor
and hungry. He is concerned also about the vices of the rich. This point needs to be
emphasised because nothing can distinguish him better from Socialists whose
prophet he is supposed to be. His regret that the rich, through the misuse of their
riches, lose their felicity shows his care about all people in all classes. It is the
virtuous life of the individual, his eternal salvation that motivates More to introduce
such a system into his society.
R. Marius, who also seeks the clue to understanding the specific form of
existence of Utopian society, recognizes in the structure of the society a monastic
model rather than anything else.

"...Those who say that Utopian society is the monastery extended to whole
families are much closer to the mark than those who see it as a book of serious
political theory..." 4
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Marius reminds us of More's youthful desire to enter a monastic community.
Although More got married, he had formed a lofty notion of good community; in fact,
he himself led a semi-monastic way of life. More's life, then, gives a clue to
interpreting those austere features of Utopian society: similar and simple robes, lack
of personal property, sharing and division of common goods according to everyone's
needs, the obligation for every member to work and avoid idleness. All these features
are crucial in basic Rules for religious life, whether we take The Rule of St.Augustine
or St.Benedict, the two basic guides for communal living at the dawn of religious life
in Christendom.5 This way, More's "communism" becomes a concept rooted in
traditional Christian doctrine with its distrust of private property. The best known
examples of this tradition are these Biblical quotes:

"...Yes, I tell you again, it is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a
needle than for someone rich to enter the kingdom of Heaven..."(Mt 19:24)

And a similar one from the Acts of the Apostles describing the early Christian
communities: 6

"...And all who shared the faith owned everything in common, they sold their
goods and possessions and distributed the proceeds among themselves according to
what each one needed..."(Ac 2:44)

Although these ideals were highly appreciated, there were no efforts to enforce
this on all Christians and therefore there were only specially zealous individuals who
tried to live it. This is the basic difference between Christian communism as a
recommendation and the political notion that we are familiar with from the last
centuries that, on the contrary, does not hesitate to impose this involuntary poverty
on others. The voluntary individual choice of personal poverty and life in community
is the power that forms monastic communities.
The parallel to monasticism offers other possibilities for understanding
Utopia. R. Marius also seeks the explanation for the isolation of Utopia in this
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similarity. Early medieval monasteries were indeed closed to the corrupted world
outside because of the thinking that the best way to lead a pious life was to abandon
the world outside and cut all connections that might distract or even tempt the monk.
In Utopia, this undesirable contact with the outer world was prevented by digging a
ditch and thus creating an island difficult to reach from the outer world. Again, this
act is connected with the king Utopus who established the whole order of the island.
We must conclude from this analysis that the influence of Christianity

on

Utopia cannot be disputed. Moreover, as quoted above, More himself solves the
puzzle of the source of his inspiration when he emphasises that it is Christ and his
words. At the conclusion of the book he points out the similarity of Utopia to the
teaching of Christ.
More always faces one puzzling question: the practicality of the vision. This is a
question especially crucial for those who believe in the fulfilment of his vision. There
are two basic questions. Is Utopia feasible? And did the author himself believe that?
Kautsky believes the goal is possible and that finally there is also a class that can
champion it. Kautsky opines that More, in his day, had difficulties with the means. To
introduce such a socialist society, More needed a prince that would impose the whole
system on people. This did not sound very probable to Kautsky, who felt the difficulty
of expecting something like that. He concluded that More in his time simply could
not imagine an alternative, since only princes held decisive power.?
Marius is more humble and confesses:

"... Utopia remains mysterious and even perplexing. More wrote in a heavily
ironic mode, and it is almost impossible to argue that here he must be serious and
that there he must be joking..." 8

To at least admit this makes the practicality of the vision highly questionable.
E. Surtz recognizes this when he warns that "the serious or jesting nature of
every topic in the Utopia must be weighed and determined singly." It is not a book
that we can take or leave as a whole.9
John F. McDiarmid in his review of David W. Baker's Divulging

Utopia

emphasises another feature of humanists and their visions in general. He reminds us
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that the humanists feared lack of control over the interpretation of their writings if
these got among common people, for example, through printing. They realized that
readers might draw their own conclusions and, for example, rise up against existing
hierarchical structures and establish a communist social order in their place.
Humanists

generally

contemplated

such "practical"

reading with

dread

and

frequently made some comments in the very text to "preclude subversive" reading or
prevent misunderstanding. 10 Even More inserted such warnings into the text as he
was aware of such a danger, especially when he saw what misleading interpretations
are possible even with the Scripture when it was read without paying heed to the
teaching of the Church and traditional interpretations, with the emphasis on merely
personal inferences from the text.
John Freeman offers another view and answer to the practicability of the
vision and chooses a key word "enclosure". He notices the historical enclosure
movement caused a lot of suffering and tension in the society and might have been
one of the factors that impelled More to respond. There are in fact two types of
remedy suggested. The more realistic one is offered by More personally, the other,
more "utopian" by the traveller Raphael. These two interpretations are enabled by
More's emphasis on Utopia's total insulation from real history; it is a non-existent
place. In Freeman's opinion, More actually imagined himself as king of Utopia and
this enclosure from the beginning, along with royal absolutism gave him a lot of
freedom.

However, the text also provides a faithful mirror of England's historical

circumstance, "more than a superficial investigation reveals." 11 It is rooted in More's
life and context; and only taking Books I and II together offers a full presentation of
Thomas More. 1 2 Book I, taking place in England in a real time and situation contains
more straight criticism of the current situation (see chapter 3) and also more realistic
suggestions for the contemporary situation in the realm. His suggestions taken
individually could help his own current situation, not a time and place somewhere in
future. Thus Book I provides a good environment for Book II and only together do
they create the whole work. Those who defend the practicability of the vision usually
focus too much on the second part alone; this

imbalance necessarily leads to a

misinterpretation of the book as a whole. Another aspect that Freeman brings out is
More's effort to find his own place in society.^ More's dilemma consists in defining
what is private and what public, including the right of a philosopher to withdraw into
the private sphere. The initial enclosure enabling his vision becomes a real enclosure
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when he tries to preserve his private conscience from the intrusion of the state. Here
he withdraws to the very minimum possible~his cell and full concentration on his life
topic—his last two spiritual handbooks.

Seeking his own place through forming a vision, then, is a position quite
different from being a prophet of new orders. What is missing in this interpretation of
Freeman is More's usual concern for public good. It rather underrates his wish to do
some good for others with the book, not only for himself.
What does More himself say about these questions? First, he states that he
does not agree with all that was said by Raphael.(U, 123)

This avowal gives him

freedom enough to introduce even very perplexing elements. Therefore the question
remains: which of the features would the author himself welcome in reality and which
would he rather not see. If an element in the text helps to achieve the author's goal, it
does not necessarily mean he would at the same time wish that it were real. He uses
absurdity very often rather to provoke thought and reflection on something in reality.
His wish then is to have this type of impact on reality rather than the very realisation
of his dream world. Secondly, although he must have believed in some sense in what
he was writing, at least because he was a busy man with an emphasis on spending
time fruitfully, he expresses his scepticism about its feasibility, even warning us not to
try to introduce such a system because in our conditions we cannot even imagine the
true face of it. In the undertone, we feel a possible warning about what might come
out of such an experiment.

"...'But I am of a contrary opinion,'quoth I, 'for methinketh that men shall
never there live wealthily, where all things be common. For how can there be
abundance of goods or of anything where every man withdraweth his hand from
labour? Whom the regard of his own gains driveth not to work, but the hope that he
hath in other m e n ' s travails maketh him slothful. '....(Raphael answers:) ..'I marvel
not, that you be of this opinion. For you conceive in your mind either none at all, or
else a very false image and similitude of this thing'..."(U, 46)

More was well aware of the impracticability of creating paradise on Earth
when he emphasises that since we cannot even rightly imagine what Utopia meant,
even less can we bring it to life. The reason for this is the partly corrupted nature of
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human beings. More tried to improve society without the hope of reaching the state of
perfection. He was well aware that, in reality, introducing common property would
mean to take private property from people, which would be painful and harmful for
the peace.(U, 45) Considering the quotation above, he might, at least in that aspect be
considered a prophet of communism, for he very clearly foresaw the key problems
putting such visions into practice.

After considering the sources of More's inspiration, the puzzle of the
practicability of the vision, and arguments about his intentions , let us now have a
closer look at the individual aspects of this famous society. What is quite crucial for
understanding the make-up of a society (and planning its actual creation, if that is the
desire) is its basic unit. How does it work? In More's island, the basic unit is the
family, which contradicts the main group of "fans of practicability", with their basic
socialist attitudes and their estimations of the family as an old-fashioned institution
whose role must be replaced by some higher institution like the state.1«
The great value that More places on the family, apparent in the book, is based
on his high esteem for marriage and on his Christian belief, as we will prove. Unlike
Plato as his predecessor or other Utopian writers as his followers, More favours strict
monogamy^ with such features of patriarchy as the father being the head of the
family; at the same time, he does not underrate the role of the woman at all. He
recognizes the complementarity of a couple. "Life companions"is what he called his
wife and himself, a highly honourable concept not at all self-evident in his times. He
recognizes the differences in views, priorities, and emotional life. This is beautifully
depicted in the Utopian law that ensured that any investigation for a trial or divorce is
complete enough and not biased. The law further provided that the wives of the
priests and judges must be present in order to bring the feminine element into the
procedure, so as not to overlook anything and to provide a different viewpoint. Of
course, such an idea is revolutionary, but more importantly for us, it shows that More
respected women and that he was well aware of different perspectives they can
contribute. In his opinion, both the masculine and feminine element were essential
for the wholeness of the couple, family life and society.
patriarchal,

Although his model is

the wife should help her husband fulfill his responsibility for

maintaining order and peace in their family. Recall her role of supervisor of good
manners at the religious services.
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Generally, women enjoy respect in the society which is ensured by respecting
marriage and family life and the roles women take in this context. The role of woman
as a mother, not only in giving birth, but also in the personal care and feeding of the
baby, is highly valued in Utopia. High esteem for this role contributes to respect for
women. In this matter More strictly opposes Plato, who wished to prevent any closer
link between a mother and a child. Plato asserted that, in the ideal state, the greatest
possible care should be taken that no mother recognize her own child. Rather than
care for her child personally, mothers should bring their babies to a common
nursery. 16 In Utopia, children are brought up to honour and obey their mothers. A
clear example of this upbringing is found in the prostration ceremony, where children
beg for pardon.
But the view of women is not limited to their role as mothers. In the society,
they are equal members with the same duties and privileges as men. There is no
difference between men and women when More speaks about the duty to work; both
men and women must work six hours a day. Behind this injunction is More's
awareness that many women live idly while their household duties are performed by
servants. In Utopia, all women have to work in a craft, prepare food for public dinner
if it is their turn, even breastfeed their own baby personally, an infrequent practice in
the upper classes of More's time. On the other hand, the position of women in Utopia
has more dignity than the usual status of a poor overworked member of the lower
class.
All women, as well as men, have free time and the freedom to spend it
meaningfully according to their tastes. They also have unlimited access to education.
All Utopians attain that and all can equally develop that if they will in their free time.
Gatherings are not segregated according to sex, and topics for discussion are not
limited by one's gender. Both men and women spend time together talking or
studying in the garden. The source of inspiration for these practices seems quite
clear, matching the situation in More's family. More had to face the distrust of his
contemporaries when he insisted on education of his children, including

his

daughters, and his wives. It was something unique. What is common in Utopia was
highly unusual in More's England.
That his own respect for both his wives and his effort to create a warm and
happy family environment were probably the main sources for his Utopia can be
proved from the very text. In the opening letter to Peter Giles he confesses this when
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he explains his lack of time. First of all, he must talk to the members of the family, he
must always find time for them "not to be a stranger in his own house". Only when
this priority is secured, can he spend his time writing books or studying (U, 5). No
wonder the result was a cheerful atmosphere often mentioned and marvelled at by his
contemporaries. The atmosphere in the Utopian family is usually like this. They even
fight together on the battlefield, sticking close together as they perform wonders of
bravery out of mutual affection and care.
That Christianity formed More's own notion of marriage which is then
reflected in his literary work can be shown from his own writings. In the Life of John
Picus, earl of Mirandola^

he mentions the duty of a man to take good care of his

whole household as a Christian duty. His own conduct towards both his wives shows
a very mature view of marriage formed even before entering those relationships. The
motivation for his respectful behaviour cannot be love because, as we already shown,
both weddings took place without any outstanding feeling of love and romance prior
to them. Each woman had a different personality, yet he got on remarkably well with
both of them. With his profound theological education he could not be unaware of the
concepts on which the dignity of Christian marriage is based. Man and woman are
intended to create one body. Their own unity and harmony should reflect the
relationship of Christ and his spotless bride, the Church.

In addition to these

sophisticated metaphors, there are the down-to-earth comments of St. Paul's letters
setting the basic rules of mutual coexistence.

18

More's lifelong effort to become a

good Christian inevitably formed his understanding of marriage.
What are the roles of this basic unit in the society of Utopia? The whole
organization of life is based on it.
Each family as a whole works in its hereditary craft. Thus even the children can
learn their craft, since from childhood, they can

watch the adults and then

participate. Of course the choice of their own profession is not dictated to them.
When they are in their teens, they can change their family by a sort of adoption and
continue their professional life in this different family where the work matches their
tastes more.
This family organization of the society makes certain control and supervision
easier. Idleness is prevented; nobody can withdraw into hidden corners with some
shameful entertainment; all is transparent. Thus the weakening of a virtuous attitude
is prevented. Also minor trespasses against law can be punished by the head of the
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family and not by a state institution. The latter only interferes when the offence is
more serious. In summary, we notice a minimal interference by the state in the family
matters.
The family is also a basic unit for division of goods. The head of the household
comes to the public stores and obtains what is needed.

The stability of the system is provided by keeping constant the size of the
families, which is accomplished by moving older children into smaller families, and
by the strict hierarchy within the extended family unit. The oldest man is the head of
the family, others are ranked according to their age. Women are expected to obey
their husbands and, among themselves, the oldest one receives the most respect.
Then come the children, who are supposed to be obedient, studious, silent and polite
in public and above all, eager to listen to the adults who are expected to provide a
good model for them. Children are never isolated from the company of the adults. On
the contrary, the adults lead fruitful conversation that not only does no harm to the
children but also contributes to their education.
The family is also strictly protected by the law. Its healthy beginning without
any grudges or bitterness is ensured by strict prohibition of free sexual activity out of
or before the wedding. Eventual disappointment afterwards is prevented by a strange
ceremony in which both parties must see each other naked so that when the time of
the wedding comes and they promise their "yes, I do", they do it with full knowledge
and responsibility. There are strict penalties for adultery. Repeated offences of this
kind can lead to the death penalty, which is a rare punishment reserved for the
multiple commissions of the worst crimes. Using the death penalty for such cases
confirms our statement about the crucial role of the family in the society. To protect
this institution is viewed as a matter of highest importance because of its impact on
individual life, on forming new generation and on the stability of the whole society.
Traditionally, adultery has been viewed as a very serious sin, something that is
contradictory to virtuous life, serious immorality reflective of a damaged nature,
something which, if not repented, leads to eternal damnation. This is the devastating
impact on the individual but More, creating a perfect society, had to think as much
about its devastating impact on the society as a whole. Adultery causes a lot of
suffering for the partner and undermines the mutual trust essential for a cordial and
affectionate relationship which is the source of the deep happiness that More
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expected from such a relationship.

Calling his wife his "life companion" indicates

that he did not conceive of marriage as the formal relationship of two people with
completely independent lives but rather a real deep mutual coexistence. Otherwise
felicity, the main aim of the islanders, would be threatened in one of the most
essential dimensions of life. The devastating impact of infidelity on the whole system
is clear. What could replace a family if the family fails in its duties? More's state has
no intention of organizing familial life for people. No, the stability of the family
means stability of the whole society.
Next comes the matter of divorce. More allows this but gives very strict rules.

„...And matrimony is there never broken but by death except adultery break
the bond, or else the intolerable wayward manners of either party...they may by the
licence of the council change and take another..But the other party lives ever after in
infamy and out of wedlock..."(U, 91)

However, being handicapped, sick or old is never tolerated as a sufficient
reason. More even warns women to try to keep their husbands' love not by elaborate
make-up but rather by virtue because their husbands will never tire of the latter.
Well aware that easy divorce undermines the stability of relationships, he
makes the procedure almost impossible. How could More agree with divorce? The
Church has always denied this possibility, following Christ's command. However, in
the Israel of the Old Testament, divorce was admitted reluctantly as a solution for a
very difficult situation. 1 ? Utopian society, through the light of natural reason and
common sense, after considering both the risks of destabilizing marriages and the
unacceptability of unbearable suffering, came to the conclusion that divorce was
necessary in rare cases. What would happen with the institution of divorce after the
society accepted Christianity is not specified, but as Christ's command is definitely
the "higher revelation" to which the Utopians were always open, this area might also
undergo some change.
Another key factor contributing to the enviable state of matters in Utopia is a
well developed legal system which both ensures justice and constantly educates the
citizens. The laws are few and simple so that everybody can read them. What sense is
there in a law that no one understands clearly and whose meaning depends on clever
interpretation; what sense is there in having more laws than the individual is able to
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read during his whole lifetime. Even if he wished, he could not be sure whether he
obeyed them all. That is very demoralizing. Also the scale of punishments is grounded
upon reason, exactly according to the seriousness of the crime and its possible impact
on the society. The key feature is strict punishment for repeated offences because
they reveal a stubborn mind with no intention to reform. Then and only then does the
death penalty come to protect society. Respect for life and the spare use of the death
penalty are a result of the respect for life as given by God. In Book I, More heavily
criticizes the overuse of the death penalty in contemporary England. The main
argument against it is that such a conduct violates God's command: Thou shalt not
kill. Executions of criminals in Utopia have the character of protection of the society
rather than revenge. To state limits for such a punishment, More offers a solution
revolutionary for his time, yet fully Christian and human: Trespass against property
alone cannot be punished by taking someone's life. The latter action is in a radically
different category. All the property in the world cannot equal the value of human life.
(U,26)
When we think about any Utopian society, we often, under the influence of the
experience of the twentieth century, automatically expect a sort of totalitarian society
where the importance of the individual is submitted to the goals of the society. No
wonder that even the very first Utopia is often seen in this context. Although it is a
happy society, it is also seen as a uniform one where the individual is but one ant in
the whole hill. R.Marius does not go as far as expecting a totalitarian state but still he
calls the feature "dreary conformity, where what is good for one is pretty much good
for all."20 He also notices the effort to avoid individual decision and replace it by open
and collective judgement. Such establishment prevents individuals from pursuing
their own interests, which might afford the opportunity for vice to grow and make the
whole body sick. It is always the open assembly that decides. More had good reasons
to introduce this rule. Collective decision making was designed in a way that would
prevent the most blatant evils of decision making in contemporary England. The text
of Book I shows how well acquainted with the deliberations in councils and
assemblies Mores was, being himself a member of Parliament and royal councils.
First, he insisted on transparency. Secret agreements were always suspicious because
of the easy temptation to seek one's own profit instead of the common good. Another
effort behind insisting on transparency is to avoid individual showing off, no matter if
it is for the good of the matter. The result was that the healthy outcome of the debates
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was ensured and typical human faults were limited. (U,s6) More's great concern here
can be explained by his even greater frustration from the reality of his time.(U,35)
The descriptions of common evils in the area of decision making are so persuasive
and full of bitterness that we do not wonder at his special attention to devising a
thorough remedy in Book II of his Utopia.
So far the analysis or interpretation is fine. Definitely, More meant his society
and its institutions to play a very important role in the lives of people. But then come
other views, where the role of the society seems to be exaggerated and skews the
whole interpretation of the book.
Freeman emphasises a surprising lack of privacy and spots in the work

a

tension between the private and public sphere of one's life. 21 We must admit that a
certain transparency is required from the citizens:, they do not lock the door; they
dine together; wherever they travel, they are obliged to work there. But to what end?
Far from Orwell's terrifying vision of Big Brother watching everyone, Utopian control
is gained through the family system without any state interference. The aim of all
supervision is the only the virtue of the individual. Darkness and hidden actions are
associated with the opportunity to turn to idleness, which in turn leads to vice. We
have the same reason here for constant transparency or "supervision" as the one that
we identified for banishment of private property-the concern about destructive
impact on the individual directly threatening his eternal felicity. Suddenly the word
"individuaľ'comes as the key one for understanding the whole vision.
Unlike Hannah Yoran who sees the society as prior with all other aspects only
serving the successful existence of the state and who perceives even Utopian religion
as a social institution with its belief in divine providence, the immortality of the soul,
and reward and punishment in the afterlife as merely created in order to maintain the
society, 22 we do not wish to exaggerate the role of society to the extent that we would
perceive it as a priority dictating the shape of everybody's life and superior to
individual needs. This is exactly what makes a superficial reader nervous in thinking
about any ideal society.
To clear More's Utopia from any connection with later tyrannies, we are going
to prove that at this happy island it was the individual who was the centre of all, not
the society. The society has a very important role and impact on the individual and
hence the emphasis on the quality of it, but it is not the ultimate goal on whose altar
any sacrifice should be laid. The individual is not a mere component of a machine.
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The key to the puzzle is the ultimate goal of the whole society defined by the
author himself: felicity. All the rest of the institutions and laws are just tools to enable
the individual to reach it. Felicity is an individual experience which is even more
apparent if we consider the full shape of it: happy eternal life in God's presence. This
final aim is only attainable by the individual; it is difficult to imagine the happy life
after death of a society as a whole. Each individual with his own individual
responsibility based on his individual decision either reaches or misses forever this
final felicity or fulfilment of his life. The role of the society is to enable, educate,
support, encourage, and facilitate the individual in reaching it. In the whole
organization of Utopia, we see a painstaking effort of More to create the best
thinkable environment ensuring that as many people as possible would reach eternal
happiness. The whole arrangement is based on his life experience. He perceived this
world as a source of temptation, laying snares to discourage and deter people from
reaching this joyful eternity.23 Therefore he created an island with quite the opposite
characteristics. Each typical weakness of this world has its positive reflection in its
effort not only not to spoil people but even to facilitate their individual growth to
happy eternity which in traditional Christian vocabulary is called growth in sanctity,
and the concept of eternal felicity is usually called heaven. Christian faith as the
source of inspiration for this priority of eternal lot over the earthly one is apparent
from More's book Four Last Things. In this book he writes explicitly , without irony
or undertones that make understanding Utopia so difficult. He clearly states that for
this highest aim of reaching heaven it is worth to lose the lower goods if they become
an obstacle, e.g. health if it leads to fornication.2«
Due to the social order of the island all the vices such as idleness leading to
sinful conduct, pride, selfishness, avarice are practically impossible.
Although there is a great effort to ensure the ongoing existence of the whole
society, again the society itself is not the aim. The effort to continue the society is
rather viewed as a duty towards the whole of humankind because Utopians perceive
their society as God's special gift. It would be ingratitude not to take care of such a
precious gift as a society that was not only happy and reasonable but also existed for
the benefit of its members.(U,n8)
In the organization of the whole society we were able to notice a reflection of
More's own values. The arrangement of Utopian society is deeply rooted in Christian
values. These values are either implied or identifiable through an examination of
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More's personal attitudes in his private life. In other writings, he was more explicit
about his beliefs and values;

Utopia is in perfect accordance with these. At times,

More also uses arguments directly based on Christian doctrine. His emphases on the
final aim-felicity in God's presence--, the means to reach it— virtue--, and the social
environment, with its emphasis on family life, which is conducive to attaining such
happiness, are all deeply Christian values embodied in his vision.
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(Princeton:

Chapter 9

Analysis of the values of ideal citizens
In the two previous chapters we dealt with religion and society, their shape
and possible interpretations. That is what we could call outer environment of the
society but now we will discuss inner values of the people. We can either prove or
refute their connection with More's own life but based on the facts so far, we can
certainly expect at least some connection. It is justified by previous chapters in which
his reaction to reality often resulted in including some points into the vision.
When tracing values implied and expressed in the book we notice the same
basic structure

as when we spoke about Utopia in general. Book I contains more

criticism: what values are missing. Here often it is Christianity that is the ultimate
argument justifying the criticism. Book II offers a remedy: It shows values of an
unspoilt society, governed by "wholesome laws". Christianity cannot be an argument
here but the author himself points out the similarity of this society to commandments
of God.(see prev. chapter). As H. Yoran suspects, there exists certain tension in the
text between what it states and what is implied. 1 We will analyse the values implied in
the text and see if they contradict the stated similarity to Christianity or if indeed
More's religious attitudes found their way into the book on both levels-the explicit
and the implicit one.
We have had already the opportunity to touch some of the values in connection
with religion and society. The first one is felicity which means both pleasant life on
the Earth in the wisest possible establishment and also the crown and completion of
such a life in the arms of a loving God in happy eternal bliss. If this explanation was
not given we might suspect More of secretly favouring hedonism as he so strongly
emphasizes the word pleasure in this connection. Aware of this risk, he gives a
detailed account of what is a real pleasure and therefore if humans refuse this it
would be ingratitude to God who gives us this possibility. These real pleasures could
be called also natural, unspoiled or innocent or even virtuous. Among these he counts
eating or satisfying basic needs, games, friendly environment with friends, the
pleasure of learning, harmony in music or architecture, pleasant scents-simply
avoiding all that would offend the senses of the citizens. What is amazing is this is not
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a total fiction. It would be a most fitting description of the lifestyle of More's
household. The opposite is a false pleasure that can be longed for only by a perverted
human being-excitement provoked by bloodshed during hunting, pleasure based in
hoarding money, pleasure coming from enjoying high social status. These perverted
pleasures often issue from idleness. That is why Utopian society takes such pains to
prevent it at all. More's realism is evident here. Although ideal, these people are also
subject to original sin inherited from Adam. Therefore constant care is needed to
prevent this inclination

from prevailing.

descriptions of idleness and all the evils

He devotes large parts of Book I to
associated with it. He also

sees the

connection with private property because its abundance gives one the chance to be
idle (see chapter on society).
The whole public opinion is constantly formed to see these false pleasures as
foolish and despicable and on the contrary, to find pleasure in the true ones. To
motivate and persuade the reader, More uses his power of irony and describes the
false ones as ridiculous and absurd. This is also how educating the public opinion
works. It is a powerful means that More employed to maintain virtue, although in real
life its power is reversed and it often serves as what More would call folly. Public
opinion sometimes ridicules virtue and praises vain pleasures. His realism, however,
is shown in including this aspect of the power of public opinion in forming an ideal
society. An ideal society is human, and public opinion is profoundly human and
social. More, however, purified and reshaped public opinion.
The key for the whole conduct of life is virtue and development in virtue. The
whole society is concerned about its steady growth as it realizes that well-being and
even mere existence on the island is based on it. What a hidden threat, More realized,
was presented by the destructive influence of vice. In reality, his efforts are reflected
in his care for children. His dream was to uproot all tendencies leading to bad, to
suppress all vicious inclinations, through constant study of religion and other
sciences and by avoiding idleness, which he viewed as the major threat to spiritual
growth and the source of all temptation. That was his method that he also
incorporated into his vision of Utopia. Marius labels that concept of preventing sin
'grim' due to its idea of corrupted human nature and he calls More a pessimist. Let us
say, rather, More is a realist because no father could be more opposite from 'grim' if
we consider his tender or jesting way of bringing up his children of whom he was so
fond. 2 However, in his down-to-earth fashion, he realizes the limits of human good-
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will and reminds us very seriously that God is the only incitation to virtue, as
Utopians firmly believe. That is the root of the whole moral system.
In this sense, More gives a definition what he means under the word "virtue".

" ...They define virtue to be life ordered according to nature and that we be
hereunto ordained to G o d . . . " (U, 76)
Pursuit of pleasure in this sense means to be ruled by reason and thus to follow
the course of nature. Such a concept of pleasure does not contradict the word virtue.
Virtue is not necessarily something unpleasant although More shows in the text his
awareness that this is the perception of most people. They either wish to be virtuous
and therefore believe they must give up all pleasure in life or they wish pleasure and
therefore give up effort for virtue. In this misunderstanding, virtue is usually
connected with suffering in public opinion. More is quite strict on this point while
also revealing the folly of such an attitude. To seek virtue is praiseworthy and natural
to human beings but to seek and enjoy suffering is absurd. We can sense here a very
agitated undertone. He might have reacted to some misunderstood Christian
attitudes. Some people devote too much effort to asceticism without properly
understanding its reasons. To simply believe God

derives pleasure from our self-

torture was unacceptable for More because it would

characterize Him

as

bloodthirsty and would contradict his basic characteristics as a loving, tender God.
Some authors, believing that the word tension is key to interpreting his work, might
object to this interpretation, saying that condemning self-torture

is the typical

contradiction between Utopia and real More who was much devoted to asceticism
with his hair shirt, night vigils and fasting. On the contrary, real More shows the
proper place of suffering in human life. It again needs the higher revelation to see it
and avoid that strange idea of suffering for suffering's sake that More

criticizes.

More, a man of higher revelation—given by Christ—accepts suffering only if viewed
as following Christ who accepted suffering as inevitable for the redemption of
humankind. This is a highly theological concept connecting God's mercy and justice
at one and the same time. The follower of Christ then accepts suffering because in
real life it always comes as a penalty for one's own vices—deserved, or penalty for
vices of the others-undeserved. But it is very noble to bear it with the desire to help
others because helping others is a concept dear to loving God. To explain the higher
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sense of suffering, in his book A Dialogue of Comfort against Tribulation, More says
plainly:

"...In hell, pain serves only as punishment, it involves no kind of purging,
because all possibility of purging is past. In purgatory, punishment serves only for
purging, because all possibility of meriting is past. But as long as we are still in this
world, which is our place and our time for gaining merit and deserving a heavenly
reward, any tribulation sent to us on account of our sin will—if we faithfully so desire
- s e r v e us not only for our cleansing and purging, but also for an increase of that
reward..."3

More does not rush into suffering. On the contrary, he acknowledges that he
needs God's strength to bear it. In this view, suffering does not stand on its own but
rather stands as a part of this difficult way that we do not seek but instead patiently
bear when it comes as well as Christ did.

Through the sometimes dark valley of our

lives, we can, with this faithful effort, reach eternity crossing the Cedron-the symbol
of darkness which was Christ's initial step that began all the events we know from
celebrating Easter.4 More devoted a whole book to this crucial part of Christ's life and
death, The Sadness of Christ,

in which he spent significant contemplation on this

topic. It became the central point of his effort of imitating Christ. From this book we
can clearly see that thirst for suffering for suffering's sake is completely the opposite
of the real More.5 For, if it is human and virtuous to help others, to relieve them from
pains, then why should we act the exact opposite toward ourselves? Are we not
human beings? If suffering was better than pleasure then we would be obliged to
cause others to suffer in order to provide the best for them. More uses this
inconsistency to demonstrate the absurdity of such an attitude toward suffering.
(U,77) So therefore refusing to seek suffering voluntarily proves his Christian roots in
forming Utopia rather than contradicting them.
Now that we have tried to clarify possible misunderstandings, let us look at
positive values of the people.
When we speak about values and pursuit of pleasure, we must mention the
Utopians' high estimation of free time. It almost seems as if the whole society was
built to secure free time for people. Work is viewed as necessary but free time as
something desirable. More gives all people the duty to work. Why? In contemporary
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England, he could see totally idle people who spent their time perversely and people
absolutely busy from dawn to dusk and beyond, toiling like beasts with minimum
reward. This contradicted human dignity. He noticed the interconnection of these
two evils and came to a theoretical conclusion that if all people work, then there must
be free time available to all as well. He perceived clearly the human soul's need for
refreshment, new impulses, and a chance to reflect upon its own existence.(U,24)
When he seeks this balance, it is not only for the concern for the overworked
but also for the idle. Both groups would profit from a healthier balance of duties in
the society. In More's ideal, people work for six hours which, with the absence of idle
classes, is enough to feed and maintain the society and even produce a surplus, which
could be used as a basis for foreign trade or even help for peoples in need. The rest of
the day is free time and people pay close attention to how they spend it. They value
this free time highly and it is up to them how they are going to spend it, provided that
it will be an unspoilt pleasure. Here we see the care about constant transparency of all
activities that frightens modern authors so much. Nothing can be done in secret
because More was well aware secrecy and free time are a tempting environment.
Prevention is crucial in Utopia. Even free time must contribute to personal growth
and not fall into vice.
More's preferred way of for people to spend free time is learning. It reflects
More's own dream-enough time for study. More himself had great passion for
learning and in his youth even had to tame that somewhat and concentrate on his job
as a lawyer. 6 He had to put order into his own life and now he gives this ideal amount
of free time to his islanders who, due to better organization of the Utopia than
contemporary England, can afford what he in his own life could not.
No matter whether men or women, they learn in courses or from books, and
share their knowledge in their beautiful gardens. For them this lifestyle is connected
with human dignity. It is considered very noble to cultivate oneself to the maximum.
Also it would be ungrateful to the Creator to waste one's talents. The whole society
values learning so highly that it never permits any bit of information to be forgotten.,
When theyUtopians obtain a new book, like those ancient Greek classics from the
travellers, they use it maximally. But the crown of all learning is contemplation of
nature, its beauty and perfection, because they believe it honours God as the creator
most when they express their admiration over his creation.(U, 87)
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Although all people enjoy studying, there are some who are especially gifted
and for them, it becomes also their daily work to develop their field of science.
Although people are specialized in this way, More always emphasizes that the crown
of all education is dealing with divine matters. He suggests that these people keep the
capacity for a more comprehensive education, with each science embodied into a
system in which the contemplation of God is the summit.
Another important emphasis of their life is beauty. The need of beauty, the
deep sense of beauty-these are topics developed

by most philosophers and in

Christianity they play no small role.? It is no wonder that More with his attention to
all natural pleasures and gratitude for them towards their Maker

gave significant

attention to the topic, both in his own life (see Ch.5) and in his Utopia.
The islanders notice the comeliness of their surroundings, possibly aware of
its impact on our psyche, including feelings of happiness and our complete
satisfaction, without which a completely happy island can not be imagined.
Their cities are a good example of their concern for beauty. More gives a
detailed description and high praise. However, we might at first be disturbed to read
about all houses and flats being similar because it sounds like uniformity of our ugly
housing estates with prefabs. Again, we must not be influenced by our reality and
misinterpret his intention. Rather, we must look

at his time,

in contemporary

London full of wooden houses with great risk of fire, narrow dirty streets with poor
slum parts with unhealthy and humiliating conditions. This gives an insight to his
ideal vision. He did not mean anything ugly, neglected, disgusting, or tasteless. On
the contrary, More insisted on harmony of the architecture 8 . Only clean, resistant and
lasting material like stone or glass is used. Nothing is made of clay or straw. The
streets are clean, all the waste, such as blood from the market, is strictly purged from
the streets and there are no slum parts. The pattern of the city is regular with gardens
at the back of each house, and there are no houses too high or too low to spoil the
impression of the whole. All is in perfect condition because of constant and
reasonable care.
A specific feature of beauty is harmony. More emphasises this especially in
music. Harmony in music provides human beings special enjoyment, if they are well
aware of the privilege only human beings have in the whole creation to perceive this.
Clothes can also not offend the eye. Although they are plain to prevent vanity
and the hoarding of many pieces, they are elegant.
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To avoid the perversion of the love for beauty and therefore provide
temptation, humans never make beautiful things of gold or precious stones. They do
not want to kindle a desire to keep material things. In accordance with their constant
effort for transparency and, at the same time, their care to avoid the desire to possess,
they store these precious materials in chamber pots or fetters for the criminalsthings needed but not highly valued. On the contrary, certain contempt is associated
with them which, in a way, itself prevents any emotions like desire.
To

summarize, nothing disgusting or tasteless that might spoil the taste of

people can exist in Utopia because environment has an impact on human beings and
we are in a society where constant care for universal development of its citizens is a
priority. At the same time, beauty must be plain and modest not to tempt people.
Besides beauty of the environment, physical beauty is a significant issue in all
cultures.

What about Utopia? Physical beauty maintained by exercise is not

mentioned at all, although it is also not condemned. . Simply, More focused on
developing topics concerning his priorities and more urgent areas in life. We have
only one comment and that concerns women. The Utopian attitude emphasizes the
power of virtue for keeping love as far more important than the appearance and
therefore due care is to be paid to both according to their importance. Physical beauty
is passing and moreover insufficient to cover serious faults of character for a longer
time. Love can be gained by beauty alone but never kept.(U,93) In this place we can
immediately recall a similar text from the Bible. St. Paul in his letters exhorts women
to prefer true beauty of virtue than that of jewels, refined hairstyle and expensive
dress.9
A very prominent value is love for peace.

This value is strengthened and

supported in public opinion by absolute lack of honour for glory gained at war. War is
not the type of deed that the population is encouraged to undertake. This value is
emphasized by corresponding parts in Book I where Hythloday complains that the
kings love to fight for new lands rather than to maintain properly the old ones.
European sovereigns are only too ready to engage in wars. H. Yoran, however, brings
her theory of the tension between what is proclaimed and what is implied in Utopia.
She points out the willingness of Utopians to take other people's territory if it is
needed.

10

This possibility indeed exists in their common policy towards neighbours

but it has important limits: There must be real need, which would happen if Utopia
got overcrowded while remaining the same size. The number of the families would
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require sending colonists abroad to secure the basic needs like soil for farming for
them. Another point is that the land must have been previously neglected by the
former owners and third, the Utopians are always willing to reach an agreement with
these people. Only when this fails do they feel justified to seize the land by force. The
description of this mechanism is interesting because it provides the exact opposite of
the real situation in England where fencing presented quite the opposite procedure.
In England, a society of hard working farmers whose soil fed plenty of other people in
the area, a society with a rich network of social relationships and healthy moral
values had to leave because of their land was enclosed to sustain flocks of sheep.
More describes this phenomenon with involvement showing how painful it was for
him to watch the destruction of country society. Although fencing provided immense
gains for few individuals, for More it presented barren land, a desert, a neglected land
which brought no use to almost anyone. This experience is probably cause ofMore's
emphasis on using the land in connection with the moral right to claim it. It would
not be fair if a land that is neglected could not be given over to people who
desperately need it. The whole complex historical event appears again and again in
many aspects of his Utopia.
The very society of Utopia, their homeland, is one of the highest values for its
citizens as we can see in their prayer to God. (U, 118) People always pray for what is
most urgent for them. Utopians realize well the gift they have been g i v e n - to be born
on such a happy island. They realize they have been spared of many

troubles of

common life-they experience no injustice, they know no fear of the future, they feel
no uncertainty about old age or the fate of their children if they suddenly became
orphans, and they have no troubles regarding the protection of one's private property
against thieves or business losses. They are raised in the values of such a society, they
realize the benefits of it and with their own conduct as adults they try to maintain it
and inculcate it in their children. They are, above all, aware how much this society
helps them to facilitate their personal development and growth and after a happy life
here, finish in eternal felicity in heaven. This does not indicate that any of this is
automatic. It is always a personal decision and there exists the possibility of sin and
punishment by the society, as well as the loss of the eternal bliss. However,

they

realize how much the society contributes to minimizing this risk of bad decision.
Utopians have less understanding for their own criminals than for the bondmen
brought from abroad. This attitude shows
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their awareness of how the virtuous

environment of the island supports all the good in human nature and that the
imperfection of the world can easily spoil the individual.
In this value of the Utopians, we can see the typical humanistic concern, so
prominent in More's work, that promoting the good in the individual results in the
reform of the society, for the further benefit of the individual. To place the whole
process onto a non-existent island reveals at the same time that his Christian faith in
original sin and its effects on human choice and action keeps him a down-to-earth
realist with a lot of scepticism about possible improvement of the reality.
In reaction to the sad reality described in Book I, we can see the ideal picture
of Book II of Utopia brings much to point out, warn or inspire in connection with the
value scale of Utopian citizens. We can see the consistency of the suggestions as well
as their roots in More's contemporary reality. More is concerned to describe their
values both as the result of their virtuous environment and at the same time the very
cause that enables the society to continue its existence avoiding destructive passions
of human soul. They are both fruits and condition of the further existence of the
happy island.
R.Marius in his brief fashion summed up the topic of Utopian values in a way
that can be hardly surpassed and therefore we will only quote it:
"....Every word of Utopia is saturated with the values of the stoic Christian
faith set forth by the ancient fathers of the church - values like community consensus
over individual judgement, the physical life to be considered not as an end in itself
but only as a vehicle for the much more important growth of the spirit, the notion
that passion is an unmitigated enemy of
idleness and frivolity

virtue, devout simplicity, a hatred of

"n
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Conclusion
In our work, we intended to study the influence of the religious attitudes of
Thomas More on his vision of Utopia. We noticed that Utopia is often misinterpreted
in various ways and usually such misinterpretations are connected with neglecting
the religious aspect in life and work of Thomas More. To get an objective and
balanced view of Utopia we decided to focus on this feature to fill in the gap existing
in works on the topic. We had as our working hypothesis that the impact of

the

religious attitudes of the author of Utopia should be crucial for the formation of the
happy island and this hypothesis turned out to be right.
To find the answer to our initial problem, we studied Thomas More himself to
see the basic features of his life, to understand his personality. We found out religious
motivation was always present in his life and his decisions.
We also studied his work and saw the importance spiritual works have among
his production. They express his life themes and are consistently developed in depth,
yet the basic features remain the same. Especially the beginning and the end of his
life are connected with these spiritual works. The period of his public service has
more of a focus on political thought. Anyway, the values are always firmly rooted in
religion and motives issuing from religion to ensure a harmonious family life and
serve peace and justice. This is the period where Utopia belongs.
We studied Utopia in depth and found it was more than just a description of
the ideal society. Only Part II contains that topic, while Part I brings a dialogue
between Raphael the traveller, and other characters of the book revealing in a
realistic way the sad situation in England and elsewhere. We found out these two
parts complement each other, the first criticizing the reality, the other offering a
remedy. To realize this intention of the author is crucial for understanding the whole
work.
We noticed that, indeed, More's special areas of interest as we know them from
the study of his personality are more deeply developed in Utopia; therefore the
connection between life and this book is established. Naturally, religion also has its
part. Not only is it a source of ultimate argument and the strongest support of the
discourse throughout the whole book, but also More devotes to it one of the longest
chapters, placing this chapter at the very end of the book to indicate its importance.
He considered the chapter about religion to be the crown of the whole book.
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A brief look at other Utopias showed how different More's concept of religion
in society is. More's treatment is far deeper, more thoughtful, more logical. Other
authors either neglect the topic or simply import Christianity to their Utopias or
present wild stories that honour their authors' imagination but do not demonstrate
any deeper, more personal, analytical approach to religion based upon reason. The
measure of attention More devotes to the topic is unique.
We felt the need to study also his humanistic reputation because it is often
viewed as something contrary to religion. We showed that both humanism and faith
combine in the personality of the writer. We also emphasised the historical context of
humanism that is clearly reflected in Utopia. Instead of a prophecy matching some
political stream, we have a book that in its superior form and contents issues from the
broad horizon of the writer-a humanist fully belonging to his era. We do rightly call
the book a humanistic vision.
We also proved his religiosity

is a prominent feature based on his own

personal decision. Far from being customary, More's piety was so

unique in its

intensity that it was remarkable even for his contemporaries. As we showed that his
life was always reflected in Utopia, we may rightly expect the impact of religion on
the work in a remarkable measure.

So far we have developed a fairly objective picture of Thomas More and his
Utopia and are justified to expect that the influence of religion on his writing must be
quite outstanding. Now we will look into details of the individual aspects of Utopian
society that are connected with religion.
We found the religious system More created in his island is based on his
profound theological knowledge. He presents unspoiled people inclined towards good
who inevitably come closer and closer to the concept of one God, still rather unknown
but good and loving. These people feel they do not know all and have large tolerance
towards new teachings not out of indifference but because they feel they must be
open so as not to miss the truth. However, there are reasonable limits that More feels
necessary to establish in order not to threaten the society. Nobody can preach against
immortality of human soul and Divine Providence-God ruling the whole world as the
opposite of chaos and random chance. Utopians are not Christians; they cannot be
because they did not obtain the revelation of the Gospel, but when they hear about
Christianity they accept it gladly because they feel that is the truth. In the description
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of their religious practices we can spot reflections of the practice of faith by More's
contemporaries and his effort to inspire, mock or criticize or warn them to take their
faith more seriously.
More himself emphasises the likeness of Utopian society to Christianity. The
whole society is built to serve one purpose-the earthly and, above all eternal felicity
of its members. To reach heaven is the aim. The prevention of idleness and
compulsory transparency of all that happens almost make sin impossible. The whole
system educates the members towards growth in virtue. Even the famous aspect of
communism-absence of private property-is clearly rooted in Christian values of
voluntary poverty and the communal, monastic way of life. The system is introduced
not only out of care for the poor but also for the rich whose property can spoil them
and threaten their final felicity. Also the emphasis on the happiness of the individual,
the state's function in serving that purpose, and the role of family as the basic unit
are aspects in accordance with Christianity.
We also examined the values and preferences of the people using the key word
"pleasure" that More cleans of its ominous sound:perverted pleasures are considered
unnatural while innocent pleasures make life happy in harmony with God, the
creator, and his intentions with people.

Far from being a prophet of socialism or modern tyrannies of the state above
the individual, More presents a vision rooted in historical context and shaped by his
unusually personal and deep Christian faith which has its impact not only in the
marginal topics but in its crucial aspects.
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Appendix
1. The Title page of the 1556 edition of Robinson's translation of Utopia.
2. Thomas More's portrait by Hans Holbain.
3. Thomas More's Coat of Arms.
4. The Opening of Parliament, 1523, where Thomas More is present to give his
famous plea for freedom of speech.
5. A specimen of his handwriting at the margins of his prayerbook.
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